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Species and Ecosystems at Risk Symposium 2017
Introduction
The 2017 Species and Ecosystems at Risk Symposium took place on January 31 – February 1,
2017 in Victoria, following the theme of “Conservation without Borders: Working together on
species and ecosystems at risk initiatives”. The event was attended by about 70 people,
including representatives from local governments, senior governments and conservation
organizations throughout British Columbia. The agenda and participant list are included in
Appendix 1.
The purpose of the symposium was:






To share ideas on ways to work across geographic and organisational boundaries;
To discuss the development of a potential Species and Ecosystems at Risk (SEAR) Charter;
To discuss existing examples of incentives and how they could work for us;
To provide information and updates from the federal and provincial governments on species
and ecosystems at risk; and
To learn about what other local governments are doing to protect species and ecosystems
at risk.

This was the fourth and largest symposium of the SEAR Local Government Working Group
(LGWG) since its formation in 2009. In the Symposium Evaluation Form (see Appendix 8),
delegates showed a very positive response to the symposium in general and commented on the
value of being able to network face-to-face.
The symposium included both presentations and break-out discussions, focusing on working
across geographical and organizational boundaries. Significant outcomes from the symposium
included a confirmation of support for a potential SEAR Charter with 34/35 delegates supporting
the idea and 1/35 partly supporting it, and similar but slightly less enthusiastic support for a
potential Conservation Tax Incentive Program with 28/39 supporting the idea, 9/30 partly
supporting it and 2/39 not supporting.

Presentations
Speakers

Topic

Butch Dick (Songhees Nation elder)

Welcomed the group to his traditional territory

Alec Dale (Executive Director, Ministry of
Environment)

Welcomed the group and noted that Province remains committed to working
with local governments. It is important to work collaboratively in order to meet
challenges for SEAR.

Ken Brock and Brad Langham (Canadian
Wildlife Service, Environment and Climate
Change Canada)

An overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA) and recent activities.

Provincial Panel
Lynn Campbell (Ministry of Environment)

A provincial update, including progress on the SEAR Discussion Paper
recommendations and potential new programs (SEAR Charter and
conservation tax incentives).
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Speakers

Topic

Leah Westereng (Ministry of Environment)

The Five-year Plan for Species at Risk and early results from the online
Species at Risk Public Engagement.

Anne Hetherington (FLNRO, Smithers)

An innovative approach to subdivision design and a community-based problem
solving approach.

Lindsay Anderson (FLNRO, Kootenays)

Partnership approaches in the Kootenay Boundary Region.

David Trotter (Ministry of Agriculture)

The Environment Farm Plan assessment to identify environmental risk on farm
land and ways to reduce these risks.

PechaKucha Presentations
Thomas Munson City of Victoria

Species at Risk in City of Victoria Parks

Todd Golumbia Capital Regional District

Island View Beach

Katie Bell (Coastal Douglas-fir and
Associate Ecosystems Conservation
Partnership)

Coastal Douglas-fir and Associate Ecosystems Conservation Partnership

Scott Boswell and Tanis Gieselman
(OCCP)

Okanagan Collaborative Conservation Program (OCCP)

Alison Peatt (South Okanagan
Similkameen Conservation Program)

South Okanagan-Similkameen Shared Environmental Planner Project

Tory Stevens (Ministry of Environment)

International Connectivity

Pamela Zevit (SCCP)

South Coast Conservation Program (SCCP)

Panel: Working together

Key Messages

Deborah Curran (UVIC Environmental
Law)

Local governments have the tools they need to protect species at risk on
private land; education is an important part of bylaw development; the need for
focus on the bigger regional conservation approach (edges, corridors) in
addition to site focus. She highlighted some of the challenges that the Saanich
EDPA has experienced.

Stephen Godwin (City of Surrey)

Surrey’s “successive policies” that build on each other and how they have used
development permits to protect riparian areas.

Todd Cashin (City of Kelowna)

Kelowna’s wetland protection strategy and different protection approaches. He
noted that images are a more effective communication tool than data.

Adriane Pollard (District of Saanich)

The consultant’s report on the “Economic Impact of the EDPA.”

Andy MacKinnon (Councillor, District of
Metchosin)

The proposed land swap between Metchosin, Langford and Scia’new First
Nation; the importance of having councillors who have a biology background,
and encouraged participants to run for council!

Incentives
Alf Birch (volunteer with Land Trust
Alliance of BC)

The conservation tax incentive program (CTIP) concept and his presentations
to various local governments.

Jennifer Eliason (Islands Trust Fund)

The Islands Trust Natural Areas Protection Tax Exemption Program
(NAPTEP), a potentially similar model to the proposed CTIP.

Dave Zehnder (Farmland Advantage)

The Farmland Advantage Program and the need for cheap, fast, effective and
powerful solutions for species at risk.

Lynn Wilson (CRD Parks)

The Capital Regional District’s Land Acquisition Fund.

Alison Peatt (South OkanaganSimilkameen Conservation Program)

The process to set up regional conservation funds.
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Speakers

Topic

Communicating with our partners and the public
Rick Kool (Royal Roads University,
Environmental Education and
Communication)

The ethos (who are you?); pathos (who are you communicating to); logos
(subject, how are you communicating?) Our task is to find bridges so that
people want to hear us.

Chris O’Connor and Gavin Hanke (Royal
BC Museum)

Be engaging for a variety of audiences. Avoid preaching and make the
experience memorable.

SEAR Charter: Summary of Comments
Symposium participants broke into eight working groups to discuss the proposed charter. Notes
from these discussions are included in full in Appendix 4. Additionally, the symposium
evaluation form shows that 34/35 delegates supporting the idea and 1/35 partly supporting it in
Appendix 8.
Significant ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ reported by the groups included:
Pros:
 Aligns values and creates momentum for action.
 Raising awareness/rationale to Council for inclusion in OCPs.
 An improvement? on tools; first step and awareness could include an implementation
agreement between parties with some specific projects.
 Opportunity to work collaboratively and better than what we have now.
 Based on Climate Action Charter that has already been approved by most local
governments.
 Not legally binding (so would sign on).
 As high level document brings focus on species at risk for local governments.
 Language suggested a lot of resources which is hard for small local governments – need a
sharing of information and resources if questions asked (information exchange).
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Cons:
 Doesn’t really do anything; no teeth.
 Not legally binding; would therefore lose effectiveness on implementation.
 Suggests costs money—not palatable to politicians.
 Would local government or province actually adopt this, and what level of detail is needed
for any such adoption.
 Too much Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas language in the charter.
 Should have more action and targets/measurables; so could be tough sell to those already
interested in SEAR.
 The acceptance of a Charter could reduce pressure and distract from the need for provincial
SEAR legislation.
 Landscape-level is not considered (still species-focused and maybe ecosystems too).
Other comments included:
Support


Some participants felt their local government would be likely to support a charter; others felt
it would not be supported.



Concerns included: the length/wordiness of the document; the need to be very clear about
the commitment a local government is signing on to; and resources required for
implantation, including monitoring.



Suggestions included finding staff champions, having a few tools that work for everyone
(e.g., tax incentives), and explaining how this could reduce red tape.



Some felt there would be pubic support, others identified challenges such as people who
could be concerned about loss of development or property rights, and the cost of
implementation.



Suggestions included a strong education component; finding community champions to
promote; and seeking UBCM and UDI support.

Guidance


Need easy access to tools and
examples.



Need supporting data and mapping.



Need resources – such as shared
environmental planners.



Need incentives for land
conservation.



Need support from senior
governments.
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Conservation Tax Incentive Program: Summary of Comments
Symposium participants broke into eight working groups to discuss the proposed CTIP. Notes
from these discussions are included in full in Appendix 5. Additionally, the symposium
evaluation form shows that 28/39 support the idea of potential Conservation Tax Incentive
Program, 9/30 partly supporting it and 2/39 not supporting it (Appendix 8).
Significant ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ reported by the groups included:
Pros:
 Support funding for conservation.
 Beneficial to protect lands of high conservation value.
 Another tool for protection of land.
 Gives some certainty to the land owner that they will get a break (as opposed to BC
Assessment value if covenanted).
 Avoiding future infrastructure costs (protecting green infrastructure).
 Counter-acts fear of negativity if have SEAR on lands.
 Can be one of the tools in the bigger toolbox that are related to conservation.
 Could group landowners around one strategic piece and offer this incentive to them.
 Already mechanisms in place but provincial level adds credibility.

Cons:
 Need lots of education.
 Challenge: don’t get to protect the area(s) you want (not strategic) as voluntary.
 As shift tax burden, how far do you go, where is the equity?
 Enforceability and monitoring costs and work required.
 Who pays? One tax payer, so general coffers pick up the tab.
 Administrative burden and costs over time (e.g., for monitoring).
 May not be as applicable to agricultural lands (better incentives exist).
 Lot of layers of government required to do this; provincial lead may not be best as regions
may not see the benefit in their area.
Other comments included:


Some felt their local government would support a CTIP; others had reservations.



NGO support was seen as essential both for education and implementation.



Public support will depend on good communication.



Some participants welcomed ‘another tool in the toolbox’, others suggested using these
resources for other tools such as land purchase, carbon credits (for carbon sinks) and the
existing EcoGifting program.
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Projects Posted by Delegates

Participants were encouraged to bring and share up to three SEAR projects that they are
involved with. These are listed in Appendix 7 and include examples of planning projects,
mapping, species protection and restoration and more.

Impact of Symposium
Participants were asked to write down one thing that they would do differently as a result of
having attended the symposium. Detailed answers are provided in Appendix 6 and included:



More collaboration with colleagues, including sharing of information.
Improving communications skills, using more story-telling, being mindful of the audience,
and putting more effort into communications.
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Improve use of existing tools, for example by not overly fine-tuning mapping and using more
communications.
Look at new strategies to use, such as a dedicated conservation fund and investing in the
conservation community.

Symposium Evaluation
Overall the symposium was rated very highly, and all participants agreed or strongly agreed that
their attendance was a good use of their time. Detailed comments are provided in Appendix 8.

Awards
The SEAR Local Government Working Group presented its first ever peer-nominated awards for
local governments who have demonstrated exemplary work on a species and ecosystems at
risk (SEAR)-related initiative, based on the symposium theme “Conservation without Borders”.
Nominees are below, with winners in bold.
Kootenay Region

▪

Regional District of East Kootenay for the Columbia Valley Local Conservation Fund

Okanagan Region

▪
▪

City of Kelowna’s Mission Creek Restoration Initiative
RDOS for leading the establishment of the South Okanagan Regional Conservation
Fund

Thompson/Cariboo
Region

▪

TNRD for the Cherry Creek Savona Official Community Plan

South Coast Region

▪
▪
▪

Metro Vancouver Regional Parks’ Aldergrove Regional Park Wetland Restoration
City of Richmond’s Alexandra District Energy Barn Owl Box Initiative
Metro Vancouver Regional Parks’ Coastal Sand Ecosystem Restoration at Iona Beach
Regional Park
The Corporation of Delta’s Streambank lupine (Lupinus rivularis) set aside and management
plan
Township of Langley’s Langley Ecological Services Initiative
City of Surrey’s Biodiversity Strategy and associated Sensitive Ecosystems Development
Permit Area Guidelines (SEDPA), Zoning By-law, 1993, and Official Community Plan Bylaw,
2013 amendments for Streamside Protection Setbacks.

▪
▪
▪

Vancouver Island Region

▪
▪

Comox Valley Regional District’s Partnership Project to update Comox Valley SEI
Assessment and Map in the OCP
City of Nanaimo’s Restoration of Jinglepot Marsh and Harewood Plains Park Initiative
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Todd Cashin, City of Kelowna
Brian Chow, Comox Valley Regional District

Laurie Bates-Frymel, on behalf of Metro Vancouver Parks

Alison Peatt, on behalf of Regional District of
Okanagan-Similkameen

Gerald Christie, on behalf of Regional
District of East Kootenay

Lynn Campbell, on behalf of Thompson-Nicola Regional District
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Appendix 1: Agenda and Participants
Species and Ecosystems at Risk Local Government Working Group
Conservation without Borders:
Working together on species and ecosystems at risk initiatives
Symposium: January 31 – February 1, 2017
Venue: Delta Victoria Ocean Pointe Resort
100 Harbour Road, Victoria, BC

Purpose of Symposium:






To share ideas on ways to work across geographic and organisational boundaries
To discuss the development of a potential SEAR Charter
To discuss existing examples of incentives and how they could work for us
To provide information and updates from the federal and provincial governments on species
and ecosystems at risk
To learn about what other local governments are doing to protect species and ecosystems
at risk

Time

Topic

Tuesday January 31st
8:30 am

Coffee, registration

9:00 am

Welcome and introductions
First Nations welcome (Butch Dick, Songhees Nation)
Welcome from the provincial government (Alec Dale, Executive Director, Ecosystems
Branch)
Overview of purpose and agenda (Judith Cullington, facilitator)

9:30 am

Panel 1: Federal panel
Updates from Environment and Climate Change Canada (Ken Brock and Brad Langman)
Questions and discussion

10:20 am

Refreshment break

10:40 am

Panel 2: Provincial panel
Updates from provincial agencies: Lynn Campbell & Leah Westereng (Ministry of
Environment); Lindsay Anderson & Anne Hetherington (Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations); Dave Trotter (Ministry of Agriculture)
Questions and discussion

11:30 am

Get to know social
(Test your wits, earn prizes, meet your colleagues!)
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12:00 – 1:00
pm

Lunch (provided)

1:00 pm

SEAR Charter
Presentation: Lynn Campbell with Eric Nicholls (Ministry of Community Services and
Cultural Development)
Breakout group discussion
Report out on discussions

2:30 pm

Refreshment break

3:00 – 4:30 pm

Working together: Sharing and learning from our successes
A series of PechaKucha style presentations that demonstrate how local governments across
the province are working across geographical and organisational boundaries to protect
species and ecosystems at risk
1. City of Victoria (Thomas Munson)
2. Capital Regional District (Todd Golumbia)
3. Coastal Douglas-fir and Associate Ecosystems Conservation Partnership (Katie Bell)
4. Okanagan Collaborative Conservation Program (Scott Boswell and Tanis Gieselman)
5. South Okanagan Similkameen Conservation Program (Alison Peatt)
6. International Connectivity (Tory Stevens)
7. South Coast Conservation Program (Pamela Zevit and Christine Cooper)

Wednesday, February 1st
8:15 am

Coffee and muffins

8:45 am

Welcome and awards from City of Victoria Mayor Lisa Helps
Review of Day 1 outcomes (Judith)

9:15 am

Panel 3: Working together: How to (better) use planning tools / bylaws and work with our
councils and boards
Speakers: Deborah Curran (UVic Environmental Law), Stephen Godwin (City of Surrey),
Todd Cashin (City of Kelowna), with Adriane Pollard (District of Saanich and Andy McKinnon
(Councillor, District of Highlands)
Questions and discussion

10:30 am

Refreshment break

10:45 am

Incentives
Presentations: Alfred Birch (Land Trust Alliance of BC), Jennifer Eliason Islands Trust Fund),
Dave Zehnder (Farmland Advantage), Lynn Wilson (CRD Parks) and Alison Peatt (South
Okanagan- Similkameen)
Breakout group discussion
Report out on discussions

12:00 pm

Lunch (provided)

12:45 pm

Working together: Communicating with our partners and the public
Speakers: Rick Kool (Royal Roads University); and Chris O’Connor & Gavin Hanke (Royal
BC Museum)
Questions and discussion
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1:30 pm

What next? Taking these lessons home
Interactive discussion
Wrap up and next steps

2:00 pm

Finish

2:15 pm

Leave for optional field trip
Island View Beach (IVB) Regional Park Site Visit:
IVB is a 48 hectare Regional Conservation Area located on the eastern shore of the Saanich
Peninsula. The park is well known for its expansive beach and is the Capital Regional District’s third
most visited park. IVB is also home to at least two federally listed species at risk (SAR). Park
management is challenging given the often divergent interests between public recreational access and
effective environmental conservation. This 1.5-hour field trip will explore some of these management
challenges with a focus on efforts to protect IVB’s SAR. Participants will walk along a flat, easily
accessible “Coast Loop Trail” to the northern end of the park where the SAR are located. Participants
will have plenty of opportunity to engage in a dialogue with staff about managing SAR in the park.

Participants
Contact
First Name

Contact Last
Name

Prov Ministry / Region

Local government or organisation

Karin

Albert

Vancouver Island

Strathcona Regional District

Lindsay

Anderson

Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural
Resource Operations (Kootenays, Nelson)

Caroline

Ashekian

South Coast

Squamish

Margaret

Bakelaar

Okanagan

Regional District of Central Okanagan

Andrew

Banks

South Coast

District of West Vancouver

Laurie

Bates-Frymel

South Coast

Metro Vancouver RD

Katie

Bell

Coastal Douglas-fir and Associated
Ecosystems Conservation Partnership

Tanya

Bettles

South Coast

Alf

Birch

Land Trust Alliance of BC (volunteer)

Margaret

Birch

South Coast

City of Coquitlam

Scott

Boswell

Okanagan

Okanagan Collaborative Conservation
Program

Ken

Brock

Federal observer: Environment and Climate
Change Canada

Mike

Brotherston

South Coast

Corporation of Delta

Richard

Buchan

Vancouver Island

City of Colwood

Lynn

Campbell

Ministry of Environment (ENV) - HQ

City of Abbotsford
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Contact
First Name

Contact Last
Name

Prov Ministry / Region

Local government or organisation

Todd

Cashin

Okanagan

City of Kelowna

Trudy

Chatwin

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations (Nanaimo)

Brian

Chow

Vancouver Island

Comox Valley Regional District

Matthew

Connolly

South Coast

District of Kent

Christine

Cooper

South Coast

South Coast Conservation Program

Brenda

Costanzo

Ministry of Environment (ENV) - HQ

Jenna

Cragg

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations (Nanaimo)

Gerald

Christie

Kootenays

Judith

Cullington

Facilitator (Vancouver Island)

Deborah

Curran

University of Victoria

Alec

Dale

Ministry of Environment (ENV) - HQ

Angela

Danyluk

South Coast

City of Vancouver

Marnie

Eggen

Vancouver Island

Islands Trust

Jennifer

Eliason

Vancouver Island

Islands Trust Fund

Neil

Fletcher

BC Wildlife Federation

Lyle

Gawalko

Ministry of Environment (ENV) - HQ

Tanis

Gieselman

Okanagan

Okanagan Collaborative Conservation
Program

Stephen

Godwin

South Coast

City of Surrey

Todd

Golumbia

Vancouver Island

Capital Regional District

Nancy

Gothard

Vancouver Island

Courtenay, the Corp. of the City of

Paul

Grant

Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural
Resource Operations - HQ

Emily

Gray

Vancouver Island

Gavin

Hanke

Royal BC Museum

Dana

Hawkins

Vancouver Island

District of Tofino

Mayor Lisa

Helps

Vancouver Island

City of Victoria

Anne

Hetherington

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations (Smithers)

Rick

Kool

Royal Roads University

Murray

Kopp

Columbia Shuswap RD

Capital Regional District (UBC grad
student)

Regional District of Central Okanagan
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Contact
First Name

Contact Last
Name

Jasper

Lament

Brad

Langman

Federal observer: Environment and Climate
Change Canada

Frank

Limshue

Vancouver Island

District of Lantzville

Andy

MacKinnon

Vancouver Island

District of Metchosin

Terri

Martin

Vancouver Island

City of Campbell River

Kate

Miller

Vancouver Island

Cowichan Valley RD

Connie

Miller Retzer

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations (Nanaimo)

Jeff

Moore

Vancouver Island

Cowichan Valley RD

Thomas

Munson

Vancouver Island

City of Victoria

Eric

Nicholls

Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural
Development

Chris

O'Connor

Royal BC Museum

Alison

Peatt

Okanagan

South Okanagan-Similkameen
Conservation Program

Adriane

Pollard

Vancouver Island

District of Saanich

Mike

Richards

Vancouver Island

Islands Trust

Aaron

Rodgers

Vancouver Island

District of Tofino

Tory

Stevens

Minstry of Environment (ENV) - BC Parks

Dave

Stewart

Vancouver Island

Katrina

Stipec

Ministry of Environment (ENV) - HQ

David

Trotter

Ministry of Agriculture (Abbotsford)

Leah

Westereng

Ministry of Environment (ENV) - HQ

Lynn

Wilson

Vancouver Island

Dave

Zehnder

Farmland Advantage

Pamela

Zevit

South Coast

Prov Ministry / Region

Local government or organisation

City of Nanaimo

Capital Regional District
South Coast Conservation Program
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Appendix 2: Presentations (Day 1)
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Brad Langman and Ken Brock

Jan 31, 2017

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)

• Federal Act administered by
Overview of the Species at Risk Act for
Local Governments

– Environment and Climate Change Canada
– Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
– Parks Canada

• Currently over 500 species on SARA
Species and
Ecosystems at Risk
Local Government
Working Group

Salish Sucker

Schedule 1
– In BC, approximately 170 terrestrial and 48
aquatic species

Ken Brock & Brad Langman
Canadian Wildlife Service

Monarch
Page 2 – February 7, 2017

January 31, 2017

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)

• Applies on all lands in Canada; how it applies

•
•
•
•

depends on species and land tenure
– General prohibitions apply to aquatic species and
migratory birds listed as Threatened, Endangered,
or Extirpated wherever they are found
– General prohibitions apply to all species listed as
Threatened, Endangered, or Extirpated on federal
lands

• “Non-federal lands” (esp. Crown)
• All other species
• National Accord & bilateral agreement

Great Blue Heron
(Fannini subspecies)

with Canada on species at risk

– On “non-federal” land for “non-federal” species,
SARA is available to provide protection if needed
Western Painted
Turtle

Local Governments
(insert your logo here)

Page 3 – February 7, 2017

• Municipally/RD-owned and private lands
• Ensure compliance with fed/prov laws
• Proactive actions to protect habitat
Page 4 – February 7, 2017

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)
The “legal list”

• The SARA Process

Assessment

“Federal lands”
Fish & migratory birds (all lands)
SARA administration
Oversight for non-fed lands and species

•
•
•
•

Listing

Recovery
Planning

Implementation
& Monitoring

Assessment

Extirpated
Endangered
Threatened
Special Concern

Listing

Recovery
Planning

Implementation
& Monitoring

Identification of
“critical habitat”
Page 5 – February 7, 2017

Page 6 – February 7, 2017

1

Brad Langman and Ken Brock

Jan 31, 2017

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)

Barn Swallow

Assessment

Overview of the Species at Risk Act (SARA)

Western Bumble Bee
Wolverine

Listing

Recovery
Planning

Implementation
& Monitoring

Western Screech Owl, Western Painted
Turtle
kennicottii ssp.

Assessment

Grizzly Bear, Western Pop.

Recovery
Planning

Listing

Marbled Murrelet

Nooksack Dace
Barn Owl

Page 7 – February 7, 2017

Page 8 – February 7, 2017

Recovery Planning for Species at Risk

• Federal and Provincial gov’t collaborate in developing
recovery documents

• Some federal recovery documents consist of a provincial
document plus a “federal addition”

Implementation
& Monitoring

Little Brown
Bat

Critical Habitat for Species at Risk

• Critical Habitat is
– “…the habitat that is necessary for the survival or recovery of a
listed wildlife species and that is identified as the species’ critical
habitat in a recovery strategy or in an action plan for the
species.” (SARA)
– Only identified for species listed as Threatened, Endangered, or
Extirpated

+
Page 9 – February 7, 2017

Critical Habitat for Species at Risk

• Critical Habitat - habitat necessary for survival or recovery

Page 11 – February 7, 2017

– A geographic area and a description of biophysical attributes
within that area

Page 10 – February 7, 2017

Critical Habitat for Species at Risk

• Critical Habitat - habitat necessary for survival or recovery

Page 12 – February 7, 2017
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Brad Langman and Ken Brock

Jan 31, 2017

Critical Habitat for Species at Risk

• To know where critical habitat is you need

Critical Habitat Protection for Terrestrial Species

• On federal land protection is
automatic

– Geospatial data
▪ Federal Gov’t Open Data Portal (open.canada.ca)

• On non-federal land
– Federal Government looks first to the
Provinces (and local governments)

▪ B.C. Data Catalogue (catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca)

– Recovery strategy

– SARA “Orders” if needed (E.g. Western
Chorus Frog)

▪ Species at Risk Public Registry (sararegistry.gc.ca)

sararegistry.gc.ca
Click: “Public Consultations”
Page 13 – February 7, 2017

Page 14 – February 7, 2017

Critical Habitat Protection for Terrestrial Species

• On private lands regulated by local governments the
objectives of SARA can be achieved through local
government tools
– E.g. Environmentally Sensitive Development Permit Areas
(ESDPAs) could be used to prohibit activities by private
landowners that will result in critical habitat destruction.
– Others?

Page 15 – February 7, 2017

Federal Stewardship Initiatives

•
•
•
•

Ecological Gifts Program
Habitat Stewardship Program (HSP)
Stewardship Agreements (SARA section 11)
Species At Risk Partnerships on Agricultural
Land (SARPAL)

• Others

Page 16 – February 7, 2017

Thank you

• Ken Brock, Head Stewardship, Canadian
Wildlife Service (ken.brock@canada.ca)

• Brad Langman, Conservation Project
Officer, Canadian Wildlife Service
(brad.langman@canada.ca)
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Outline

Management of Species and
Ecosystems at Risk in BC

1. SEAR Local Government Working Group
2. Incentives
3. SEAR in BC

Species and Ecosystems at Risk
Local Government Working Group

 ENV - Leah Westereng
 FLNRO - Anne Hetherington (Skeena)
- Robyn Reudink (Thompson)
- Lindsay Anderson (Kootenays)
AGRI - Dave Trotter

31 January 2017
Lynn Campbell
Ecosystems Branch
BC Ministry of Environment

Enos Lake Benthic Stickleback

SAR on Private Land
 4.9% of BC is private land
 High proportion of SAR occur
on private land
 Public polls suggest strong
public support for protection Regional
33
of SAR on private lands

Wide
Ranging
10

Very
Localized
34

Localized
23

yellow montane violet

Geospatial analysis – initial findings of
known SAR occurrences
87% on private lands
Private
Land
Prov Crown
Land
Municipal
Land

SAR w/o wide ranging
spp. 65% on private
land
Private
Land
Crown
Land

15% of SAR on private lands
is on private ALR
Private ALR
Other private
land
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Tiger Salamander

Species and Ecosystems at Risk
Local Government Working Group

160

Sea Otter

Burrowing Owl

SEAR LGWG Progress to Date

SEAR LGWG Progress to date
Completion of a collaborative technical
discussion paper based on 5 key strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increase local government awareness of
species at risk.
Facilitate use of effective tools and
techniques.
Identify and collaborate on shared
responsibilities.
Conduct ecosystem mapping and
encourage data sharing.
Engage landowners in species at risk
habitat protection.

Puget Oregonian

Puget Oregonian

Top 3 pooled responses to question “a” for each
region for all 12 recommendations

2 LGWG Surveys – Local Gov’s
For each of the 12
recommendations, LG were asked:

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

a) What has already been achieved or
is ongoing in your jurisdiction?
b) Is this a priority in your jurisdiction?
c) Do you think this should
be a priority (new or existing) in
your jurisdiction within the next 5
years?

70%

Nothing
Policy added
Partnership
Initiative
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Puget Oregonian

Summary of respondents that identified at least one of the
recommendations as a priority now or priority within 5 years, by region.
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

8%
Priority Now?
Future Priority?

American White Pelican

LGWG Survey – Province
• Province has provided services for 17/23
rec’s in 3+ regions / ministries
• Services for remaining 6 rec’s are in
development

American White Pelican

LGWG Survey – Province

American White Pelican

LGWG Survey – Province
2. Facilitate use of
effective tools and
techniques

1. Increase local
government awareness of
SEAR

American White Pelican

LGWG Survey – Province

3. Identify and
collaborate on
shared
responsibilities

American White Pelican

LGWG Survey – Province
4. Conduct ecosystem mapping and
encourage data sharing
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Vancouver Island Marmot

American White Pelican

LGWG Survey – Province

SAR 5-year Plan

5. Engage
landowners in
SEAR habitat
protection

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/atrisk/5_yr_plan/

Balancing triple bottom line
Vancouver Island Marmot

SEAR Incentive Project

Burrowing Owl

white-top aster

Project who’s who?
Project Team (Prov Gov)
BC Ministries of:
Environment
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations
Agriculture
Community, Sport and
Cultural Development

SEAR Incentive Working Group
Canadian Wildlife Services
Capital Regional District (Parks)
City of Kelowna
Delta Farm & Wildlife Trust
Fraser Basin Council
Islands Trust Fund
Kootenay Conservation Program
Pacific Salmon Foundation
Private landowner / forester
SEAR LGWG LG rep Advisory
Committee
Simon Fraser University
Union of BC Municipalities
University of Victoria

SEAR Incentive project - exploring:
 Conservation Tax Incentive Programs
 SEAR Charter
 Enhancing SEAR priorities on private agricultural
lands

 Legal agreements with private landowners
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Species at Risk Public Engagement

Outline
1. SEAR Local Government Working Group
2. Incentives
3. SEAR in BC
 ENV - Leah Westereng
 FLNRO - Anne Hetherington (Skeena)
- Robyn Reudink (Thompson)
- Lindsay Anderson (Kootenays)
AGRI - Dave Trotter

October 19 - November 30, 2016
http://engage.gov.bc.ca/speciesatrisk/

SAR Engagement Questions & Outcomes

Five-Year Plan for Species at Risk
The Plan identifies a series of actions to improve the
management of species and ecosystems at risk in BC.

Site visits

4394

Comments

461

Three key actions - aimed at strengthening provincial protection
of species
at risk andPlan
required
further
public input:
Five-Year
for
Species
at Risk

Comment votes

1021

Topic 1: Principles

188

1. Identify opportunities to address gaps in protection including
consulting the public and stakeholders before any changes

Topic 2: Provincial protection

110

Topic 3: Protection on private land

86

2. Promote voluntary stewardship (private land, incentives)

Topic 4: Funding

77

in British Columbia

3. Identify innovative funding mechanisms

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plantsanimals-ecosystems/species-ecosystems-at-risk

white-top aster

BC’s Approach

#3 Protection of species at risk on private land
What motivates you to protect species at risk where you live?
Please provide examples of effective monetary and non-monetary
incentives that the Province might consider.

1. The Accord & Canada-BC Agreement on SAR

•

Respondents stated that their appreciation of the natural world and its
intrinsic value is their primary motivation for striving to protect SAR

2. Statutes

•

Develop a greater awareness through education in communities as a
way to rally voluntary support

3. Information - Conservation Data Centre

•

Support for government programs that would subsidize habitat
restoration, improvements and protections on private lands through tax
breaks and grants

4. Support for recovery planning

•

Wary of the imposition and loss of control, changing regulations and
layers of red tape for protecting SAR on own property

•

SAR should be protected regardless of whether their
habitat is on private land, public land, or treaty land
Photo: Jared Hobbs

5. Support stewardship efforts on private lands

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plantsanimals-ecosystems/species-ecosystems-at-risk
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Anne Hetherington FLNRO

Innovative Subdivisions Report
 Review Local Gov’t tools

with imbedded hyperlinks to documents

 Examples cluster-

developments

 Summary of legal &

planning tools

 User guide to approvals.

Jan 31, 2017

Community Based Problem Solving:
Lakelse Lake Project (2008 -?)
Changing Behaviours
(one audience at a time)

 Knowledge & beliefs
 Barriers to change
 Incentives
 Opportunities
 Champions
 Follow up
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Kootenay Boundary
Region
Lindsay Anderson, PhD, RPBio
Rare & Endangered Species Biologist – Kootenay Boundary Region

•

Kootenay Boundary Region
has great species
biodiversity, diverse
landscapes, habitat types,
and land-use

•

436 species and ecosystems
at-risk in the region1O

•

MFLNRO collaborates with
numerous government and
NGOs to collectively
manage SEAR

1 B.C.

Conservation Data Centre. 2017. BC Species and Ecosystems Explorer. B.C. Minist. of Environ.
Victoria, B.C. Available: http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/eswp/

Collaboration and
Partnerships

Collaboration and
Partnerships

•

Kootenay Conservation Program

•

Kootenay Conservation Program

•

Broad partnership of over 80
organizations across the region

•

Broad partnership of over 80
organizations across the region

•

KCP supports partners in conserving
landscapes that sustain naturally
functioning ecosystems

•

KCP supports partners in conserving
landscapes that sustain naturally
functioning ecosystems

•

Aim: strengthen collaboration
among stewardship groups and
resource managers in order to
achieve positive benefits for private
land conservation

•

Aim: strengthen collaboration
among stewardship groups and
resource managers in order to
achieve positive benefits for private
land conservation

Landowner outreach
Local Conservation Fund
Workshops/Capacity building

Northern Leopard Frog
Recovery: Local outreach and
education

KCP Annual Fall Gathering – Flathead Valley

Collaboration and
Partnerships
•

Revelstoke Caribou Rearing in
the Wild (RCRW)

•

Community-based partnership
committed to recovery of mtn.
caribou in Revelstoke area
through implementation of a
maternity penning project

•

Revelstoke Community Forest
Corporation (owned/operated
by the City of Revelstoke)
is a key member and supporter
of RCRW

•

Significant contributions of inkind staff time: Project
Accountant, Board of Directors

Collaboration and
Partnerships
•

East Kootenay Integrated
Lake Management
Partnership (EKILMP)

•

Sensitive Habitat Inventory
Mapping (SHIM)

•

Land use, water quality,
fish & wildlife values, riparian
& wetland habitat changes,
sensitive areas requiring
protection

•

SHIM results assist managers,
planners and communities in
land-use planning,
development of regulations,
standards and policies
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Official Community
Plans (OCPs)

Official Community
Plans (OCPs)
•

Assistance in locating and
interpreting species at risk
data for incorporation into
OCP maps

•

Support in determining
what ecosystems to
include for
Environmentally Sensitive
Areas (ESA) informing
Development Permits OT
– sign/gravel donation)

Recreation
Management Options

Recreation
Management Options

•

Koocanusa Recreation
Steering Committee
Partner

•

Koocanusa Recreation
Steering Committee
Partner

•

Developing options to
address issues associated
with recreation use of
Crown lands in the
Koocanusa area–

•

Developing options to
address issues associated
with recreation use of
Crown lands in the
Koocanusa area

•

Habitat section (MFLNRO)
provided guidance and
mapping specific to
Critical Habitat, Wildlife
Habitat Areas, and
Ungulate Winter Range

sign/gravel donation)

Long-billed curlew WHAs

Lewis’s woodpecker WHAs/Critical Habitat

Spalding’s Campion Critical Habitat

Ungulate Winter Range
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Dave Trotter AGRI

An EFP is an on-farm assessment that identifies existing environmental risks on
farms or ranches and identifies actions to reduce them.
 Voluntary
 Confidential
 No cost
Reasons to complete:
 Risk mitigation & liability reduction
 Marketplace demand
 Environmental sustainability
Why Is EFP Important?
 “Create Peace of Mind”

Jan 31, 2017

An EFP is an on-farm assessment that identifies existing environmental risks on
farms or ranches and identifies actions to reduce them. As of January 2017:
 5084 farms have done the risk assessment
 5740 Beneficial Management Practice projects
 Cost:share (see table)
SAR related activities (with AGRI):
 BC ARDCorp & BC Cattlemen Assoc. – SARPAL
 EFP Reference & Supplemental Guides updates
 Environmental Benefit Indexing – in development
 BMP updates – cost:share & categories
 Regional SAR planning on ag lands – UBCO/CORD

Contact Geoff Hughes-Games: program_manager@ardcorp.com
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Outline

A Potential SEAR Charter

• Short overview
• Breakout sessions
• Group discussion

Species and Ecosystems at Risk
Local Government Working Group
31 January 2017
Lynn Campbell
Ecosystems Branch
BC Ministry of Environment

Tiger Salamander

Burrowing Owl

SEAR Incentive project - exploring:
 Conservation Tax Incentive Programs

Species and Ecosystems at Risk
Charter Advisory Committee

 SEAR Charter
 Enhancing SEAR priorities on private agricultural
lands

Regional Districts and
Municipalities

 Legal agreements with private landowners

Puget Oregonian
white-top aster

SEAR Charter Advisory Committee

AC Terms of Reference
Purpose

Project Team (Prov Gov)
BC Ministries of:
Environment
Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource
Operations
Community, Sport and
Cultural Development

SEAR Charter Advisory Committee
City of Campbell River
City of Coquitlam
City of Kelowna
City of Surrey
City of Vancouver
Comox Valley Regional District
District of Kent
District of Tofino
Islands Trust
Maple Ridge
Metro Vancouver RD
Northern Rockies Regional Municipality
Peace River Regional District
Regional District Central Kootenay
Resort Municipality of Whistler
Thompson Nicola Regional District
Union of BC Municipalities

Approach
• Formed in Sept. 2016
• Smaller & larger municipalities and RDs
• Recognizes existing SEAR work
• Positive and supportive

1
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Vancouver Island Marmot

AC Terms of Reference
AC Members Roles and Responsibilities
 Provincial gov – coordination, facilitation, development and
implementation of the potential SEAR Charter
 Local gov.–strategic input and expert advice from
participating agencies
 UBCM –Environment Committee & Executive; strategic
input, expert advice and assist communicating the potential
SEAR Charter to all B.C. local governments.

yellow montane violet

SEAR Charter Advisory Committee
Progress to Date
Participation from 10 municipalities & 6 RDs
2 teleconferences
UBCM and project team additional calls
4 draft versions of the Recommendations

American White Pelican

Draft Rec’s for Potential Charter
• Section 1: Recommended
Understanding & Goals
• Section 2: Recommended
• Section 3: Recommended
• Section 4: Recommended

Common
Support
Roles & Action
Additional Pieces
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Species at Risk – Victoria Parks

Garry Oak Habitat – BC and USA

Garry Oak Ecosystem
Native and Rare Species

Loss of Garry Oak Habitat

• High species diversity
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

~ 700 plant species
800+ insect and mite species
14 amphibian & reptile species

104 bird species
33 mammal species
100+ Species at Risk

1
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Threats to Garry Oak Habitat
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat fragmentation
Invasive species
Human impacts
Canine impacts
Herbivore impacts
Loss of ecosystem
processes (i.e., fire)
• Climate change

Other Rare Species
1. Fern-leaved Desertparsley
2. Elegant Rein Orchid
3. Dune Bentgrass
4. Poverty Clover
5. Slimleaf Onion

Two Extirpated Species in BHP
• Golden Paintbrush

Plant Species At Risk in BHP
Federal Listings
6. Dense-flowered Lupine
7. Howell’s Triteleia
8. Purple Sanicle
9. Yellow Montane Violet

Yellow Montane Violet – Prairie Violet

• Deltoid Balsamroot

2
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Yellow Montane Violet –
Management Activities
Invasive plant suppression

Population enhancement

Yellow Montane Violet –
Management Activities
Population enhancement

Population enhancement

Golden Paintbrush – Management
Activities
Population re-introduction

Population re-introduction

Yellow Montane Violet –
Management Activities
Plant inventory

Plant protection

Golden Paintbrush – Management
Activities
Population propagation

Population re-introduction

Deltoid Balsamroot – Management
Activities
Population propagation

Population re-introduction
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Deltoid Balsamroot – Management
Activities
Population re-introduction

Population re-introduction

Partnership Summary
• Partnerships:
• Environment Canada
(HSP $$)
• District of Saanich
(Playfair Park volunteer)
• Parks Canada
• Friends of Beacon Hill
Park
• Garry Oak Ecosystem
Recovery Team (GOERT)

Thank you!
•
•
•
•

Thomas Munson
Environmental Technician
City of Victoria Parks
Contact: tmunson@victoria.ca
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Machu Picchu

Lessons from the Beach

OVERVIEW

Kombucha

•
•
•
•
•

Flaming Sambuca

Island View Beach
Management Planning
Species at Risk
Critical Habitat
Experts in a post truth
world.

PechaKucha
Todd Golumbia
Environmental Conservation Specialist
Capital Region Parks
January 31, 2017

Lessons from the Beach

Lessons from the Beach

CONTEXT
• Remnant Coastal
Ecosystems
• Human-dominated
Landscape

Lessons from the Beach

Lessons from the Beach

BACKSTORY

ECOSYSTEMS

• Location, Location
Location
• Insies and Outsies
• Trust, Trust, Trust

1
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Lessons from the Beach

Lessons from the Beach

THE PROCESS

FACT OR FICTION

• 1989

•
•
•
•
•

• 2011
• 2015

• Species
• Habitats
• Ecosystems

• 2017…

Lessons from the Beach

Sensitive
Rare
Endangered
At Risk
Critical

Lessons from the Beach

TRUST THE EXPERTS
• Who are the Experts?
• We are not the experts
• You are not the experts
• They are not the experts

• Who are the experts?

Recovery Strategy for the Sand-verbena Moth

Recovery Strategy for the CPEP
(Contorted-Pod Evening-Primrose)

Critical Habitat

Photo: Nick Page

Photo: Matt Fairbarns

IVB RP
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Recovery Strategy for the Edward’s Beach Moth

Lessons from the Beach

Critical Habitat

IVB RP

Photo: Nicole Kroeker

1990

Lessons from the Beach

Lessons from the Beach

THE ELEPHANT IN
THE ROOM
• Medium Tide 2.4 m
(blue)
• King Tide 3.4 m
(green)
• Berm, Ditch, Drain
2.4m
3.4m

Lessons from the Beach

Lessons from the Beach

THE PLAN
• Development
Concept reflects
opposing gradients
• Compromise
between use and
protection
• Present vs. Future
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Lessons from the Beach

Lessons from the Beach

LESSONS IN 40

LESSONS IN 22

SECONDS

SECONDS

• Ecosystems are dynamic

• Trust ME I’m an Expert Who’s Expert ?

• Paucity of technical
information vs. paucity of
common understanding

• Just the Facts – or the
Alternative Facts

• Don’t leave anyone
behind

• Public trust requires
sophisticated disinterest
Treves et al. 2017
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Coastal Douglas-fir and
Associated Ecosystems
Conservation
Partnership (CDFCP)

Coastal Douglas-fir
Biogeoclimatic Zone
(CDF zone)
~0.3%
of BC
land

https://www.pacificforest.org/habitat/douglas-fir/

http://cfcg.forestry.ubc.ca/resources/cataloguing-in-situ-genetic-resources/about-bec-and-bgc-units/

Katie A.H. Bell, Coordinator
http://www.hellobc.com/vancouver-island/climate-weather.aspx
https://vancouversbigtrees.com/stanley-park/

CDF Zone cntd.

At Risk

Altered
42%

49%

9%

Protected
Other

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Western https://www.flickr.com/photos/blueber
rypics/2807166067
_Bluebird/lifehistory

MOST at-risk species of any
biogeoclimatic zone

BC residents
within CDF
zone

25%

https://plus.google.com/116388067654875786539/posts/f2ix
w9rqhmn

75%

<1% old growth
(>250yrs old) remain

BC Government’s Coastal Douglas-fir
Conservation Strategy

2010-2011

(Holt, R.F. 2007. Conservation Planning and Targets for the Coastal Douglas-fir
Ecosystem: a Science Review and Preliminary Approach)

BC residents
in other
zones

Response to Concerns
2008

“The extent of disturbance combined
with the low level of protection
places the ecological integrity of the
CDF zone at high risk”

Commitment to Conserve
2013
Formation of the Coastal Douglas-fir and
Associated Ecosystems Conservation
Partnership (CDFCP)

Provincial Workshops
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CDFCP Representatives
Steering Committee (11)
Government

Environmental NGOs

Peter Arcese
UBC & Nature Trust of BC
Darryn McConkey
Kate Emmings
MoFLNRO
Islands Trust Fund
Jill Robinson
Habitat Acquisition Trust
Lynn Campbell
Tim Ennis
MoE
Comox Valley Land Trust
Todd Golumbia
Leanna Warman
CRD
Nature Trust
Tanya Wahbe
Nature Conservancy of Canada

CDFCP Structure
2013-2015
Planning & organizational development

Individuals
David Haley
Forester &
Woodlot Owner
Erik Pikkiila
Forester &
Ecologist

Mission
“To promote the conservation and
stewardship of the Coastal Douglas-fir and
associated ecosystems in southwestern
British Columbia through 1) sound science
2) shared information 3) supportive policies
4) community education”

http://www.cdfcp.ca/index.php/get-involved/statement-of-cooperation-2

CDFCP Membership

Implementation
2015+

http://www.cdfcp.ca/index.php/get-involved/terms-of-reference

Government
Ministry of
Environment

Environmental
NGOs

Other

Individuals

Islands Trust Fund

Haley AgroForestry

Ben van Drimmelen

Cowichan Valley
Naturalists Society

Kathy McMaster

…and more…

…and more…

Regional District of
Habitat Acquisition Trust
Nanaimo
…and more…

…and more…

>40
members!
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Prioritize Conservation
Planning
Graphical
user
interface
Highly
customizable

Spatially
linked outputs
(ArcMap)

http://arcese.forestry.ubc.ca/marxan-tool/

Morrell, N., Schuster, R.. And Arcese, P. 2015. Marxan Tutorial for the Coastal Douglas-Fir and Conservation Partnership Study Area. Department of
Forest and Conservation Science, University of British Columbia. <http://peter-arcese-lab.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2015/10/Marxan-Tutorial-2.0.pdf>

Application (completed)
Nature Conservancy of Canada
• Salish Sea Natural Areas Conservation Program

• Gambier Island Official Community Plan

Gambier Island Official Community Plan, 2001

Tanya Wahbe, NCC presentation

My Role as
Coordinator

Moving Forward

• Liaise Gambier Island Official Community Plan
• Member communication
• Administration
11%

9%

• Outreach (local Government)

Application (ongoing)
Islands Trust & Gambier Island Local
Trust Committee

Private
BC Crown

80%

Federal/
Municipal

• Continue outreach
• Private land owners
• First Nations
• Apply updates to Marxan tool
• Update modeling outputs and maps

FOCUS = help members reach conservation goals
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Thank You!

Vision (for 2045)
“Coastal Douglas-fir and associated
ecosystems have ecological integrity and
resilience to change…The public and land
managers understand that Coastal
Douglas-fir and associated ecosystems are
special places that merit support and
investment.”

Steering Committee Members (affiliation):
Darryn McConkey (MoFLNRO), Lynn Campbell (MoE), Kate Emmings
(Islands Trust Fund), Jill Robinson (Habitat Acquisition Trust), Peter
Arcese (UBC & Nature Trust of BC),Todd Golumbia (CRD), Tim Ennis
(Comox Valley Land Trust), Leanna Warman (Nature Trust), Tanya
Wahbe (Nature Conservancy of Canada), David Haley (Forester &
Woodlot Owner), and Erik Pikkiila (Forester & Ecologist)

Funders:
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Realizing a Vision for Conservation
Through Collaboration

Our Supporters

Presentation SEAR LGWG
January 31st , 2017
Scott Boswell, MEDes.
Program Manager

Tanis Gieselman, MSc.
Projects Coordinator

OCCP is guided by
A Biodiversity Conservation Strategy

Projects are completed through Action Teams

Foreshore Inventory and Mapping of Okanagan Lake

1
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Foreshore Inventory and Mapping of Okanagan Lake

Stewart Madden

Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping

Okanagan Valley Corridor

Monashee Mountain Range

RDNO

Vernon
RDCO

Kelowna

Vancouver

Okanagan Valley

Canada
United States

Columbia Plateau

Planning for Ecosystem Connectivity

Bald Range Grassland Restoration

2
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Native Seed Conservation

Environmental Education and Outreach

Environmental Education and Outreach

Stewardship and Private Land Owners

Providing Resources for Environmental Planning
and Biodiversity Conservation

Providing Environmental Data
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Planning for the Environment:
How can Planning Enhance Protection?
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Shared Environmental Planner Project
Alison Peatt, MSc, RPBio

SOSCP and
its partners
said:
COME
HERE

South OKSimilkameen local
governments
said:

HOW?
How do you fill this gap?
Environmental Planning
Support

Delivering environmental planning
services

Why do we need a
“butterfly” chaser
working for us?

What if knowing more about environmental risks makes
local government decision-making more difficult?

Ignorance may feel blissful, but shared understanding
leads to better, more informed decisions!

I know nothing about your problem but I’d be
happy to provide you with an expert opinion!

South Okanagan-Similkameen Region

1
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Some gov’ts exempt
“restoration” from
development
permits

We require a
permit, streamline
& limit $$

Targeted
Approach: lower
quality natural areas,
ALR, Crown
excluded

Environmentally
Sensitive Areas
(pink)

Desirable
development near
greenspace

Lewis’s Woodpecker
habitat protected

Blanket Approach:
developed areas
excluded

Urban Forest
Strategy

Managing Recreation Use
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Modified Foreshore

Sensitive Lake Ecosystems and Water

Research Foreshore Change

Maintained/Restored Foreshore

Agriculture fences affect
connectivity

Fire affects
connectivity

Education

Learning from others

There is much to be said for
conservation but at some point, I must
put my foot down!
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Aging
infrastructure

Need for
Senior
Housing
Maintaining
ALR and
farm land

Where would we be without our funders?

Potential School Closures

Horses in residential
areas and in the lake
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46%

54%

1
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BC

Washington

Data compatibility

Modeling Perspectives
Landscape
Integrity

Montane

Shrub-steppe /
Grassland

2
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3
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American Marten Conceptual Model

Tory Stevens BC Parks
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R. W. Barbour

South Coast Stats: Provincially threatened, endangered and special
concern: 268+. Federally (SARA) threatened, endangered and
conservation concern: 55 (+ 6 extirpated)
2004

2005

2013
2005

2007

2016

2012
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• Needs of local governments
vary greatly within the region
with respect to capacity and
political will
• Local government staff and
elected officials see issue
differently
• Need more tools or basic
language to deal with public,
developers and elected
officials
• Need better understanding of
available legislation and how
and where it applies.

Defined Critical Habitat:
Marbled Murrelet: blue
Pacific Water Shrew: Red
Oregon Forestnsail/Oregon
Spotted Frog: Yellow
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Is critical habitat for Pacific
Water Shrew found on
your property?

If you have not received notification
from the federal government you
can find out if critical habitat has
been identified for federally listed
species at risk on or near your
property or development site by
reviewing available critical habitat
maps on the federal Critical Habitat
for Species at Risk British Columbia
site (see page x)
BC Conservation Data centre site
BC Species and Ecosystems Explorer
(see page x)
Or through your local government’s
relevant mapping resources (e.g.
Environmental Sensitive Areas
Mapping, Sensitive Ecosystems
Mapping etc.)
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Solution
Cheap

Fast
Effective

Ecological Services Initiative

Cheap. Fast. Effective !

1
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Payment for Ecosystem
Services

(PES)
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Your call is important

to us…
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New York City

Why?

= R&D

1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
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Costa Rica
20 years later…

Changes in Cost Rica’s Forest Cover

Success
1. Farmers
2. Funders
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Process

Hero

EFP

One Stop Shop

PA
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=

Frog dog
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

Phase 1

Phase 2

Model Development

 Research the idea
 Establish first demo site
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ESI Demonstration Sites

Establish the Long Term
Program
Phase 3

Pilot

Program
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Local Conservation Fund
Mitigation
• 60 sites

Corporations

• 30 kilometers of
shoreline

Government

Cheap
• Cost for these three tools over a 30 year period for protecting
12% of the US

Fast

Minutes vrs Years

• Fee simple purchase = $927 billion
• Covenant =$219 billion
• Ecological goods and services payments=$135 billion
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Effective

Compatible

• Connectivity
• Fee for service contract

farmlandadvantage.com
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AGENDA
How to Work with Council?
• Riparian and Environmental Considerations
• Successive Policies

SEAR LGWG Conservation
Without Borders
SEAR LGWG
CONSERVATION WITHOUT BORDERS

How to Best Use Planning Tools?
• Amendment of OCP

FEBRUARY 1, 2017
FEBRUARY 1, 2017

– Sensitive Ecosystem Development Permit Areas

• Amendment of Zoning Bylaw
– Streamside Protection Zoning Bylaw (General Provisions)

Importance of Implementation…
2

HOW?
ENSHRINE IN SUCCESSIVE POLICIES

WHY?
RIPARIAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
SELL IT!!!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Erosion
Slope Stability
Trees
Public Access
Encroachments
Invasive Species
Beaver Management
Drainage Maintenance Access
Species at Risk
Biodiversity Conservation Strategy (BCS)
Riparian Areas Regulations (RAR)
Streamlined Process

• Sustainability Charter
• Ecosystem Management Study
• Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
• OCP Update with Placeholder
• Sensitive Ecosystem Development Permit Areas

2

2

HOW?

ENSHRINED IN POLICIES
THAT THEN GUIDE LAND –
USE DECISIONS

COUNCIL DIRECTION
Goal – to develop a streamlined, transparent approval process while
managing for the City of Surrey’s Values and Liabilities
Develop
Streamside/Riparian • Establish a clear understanding of
the required setbacks and a site’s
Regulations –
development potential
Streamside Zoning
Bylaw

Add Sensitive
Ecosystem
• Protect streams, BCS GIN Habitat
Development Permit
and Federal Species At Risk
Areas to fill OCP
Placeholder

2
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WHAT?

WHERE? DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS

SENSITIVE ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS (DPA’S)
DPA and Guidelines:

Green Infrastructure:

• OCP (Local Government Act)
• Identifies overall area
requiring protection
• Identifies how development
should be managed and
adjusted
• Two types
1. Green Infrastructure
2. Streamside

WHERE AND HOW? PROTECTION AREAS
Green Infrastructure:
• Defined by using information in the BCS
• Management Objectives in Biodiversity Management Areas
and Appendix J Recommendations
• Ecosystem Development Plan (EDP) – specific to Green
Infrastructure
• Submitted and Illustrated
in a DP Application as the
“Green Infrastructure
Protection Area”

WHERE AND HOW? PROTECTION AREAS
Streamside:
• Determined by using Zoning Bylaw
• Ecosystem Development Plan (EDP) – specific to Streamside Area
• Submitted and Illustrated in a DP Application as the “Streamside
Protection Area”

Trigger for a DP?
• Green Infrastructure Network (GIN)
- Hubs
- Sites
- Corridors

• Defined by Biodiversity
Conservation Strategy

WHERE? DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
Streamside:
Trigger for a DP?
• Defined by:
• Stream Types
• Classifications
Classifications
• Class A (Red)
– Fish bearing
• Class A/O (Red dashed)
– Fish over-wintering
• Class B (Yellow)
– Food / Nutrient

STREAMSIDE PROTECTION ZONING BYLAW
Development Application with FLEX option

A streamside setback area is calculated by a QEP using the minimum distance from the top of bank

Class A or A/O

Class B

All streams except…

Stream Types

30m

20m

Channelized

25m

15m

Ditches

10m

7m

Natural

30m

15m

Large Ravines >60m

15m

15m

Single family dwelling on existing lots – No FLEX
For lots that existed prior to September 12, 2016 where zoning allows for single family dwelling and
duplex uses, the streamside setback area is calculated by using the minimum distance from top of bank

Stream Types

Class A or A/O

Class B

All streams except…

15m

15m

Ditches

10m

7m
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STREAMSIDE ZONING BYLAW– FLEX OPTION
Provided there is no loss in the total area of the streamside setback area, the
minimum distance from the top of bank may be reduced by no more than *5 metres
or **3 metres and increased by no more than 10 metres.

STREAMSIDE IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN
DVP Requests:
• For proposed reductions to the Streamside
Protection Area beyond the Zoning Bylaw
setbacks and Flex Allowance
• Streamside Impact Mitigation Plan (IMP)
REQUIRED with DVP application
• Illustrate and prove with QEP reports that
the proposed setback reduction will not
have negative impacts:
-

RAR compliant
Increased flooding (beavers)
Unstable soil conditions
Inability to access for maintenance
Riparian habitat destruction etc

• Administered by Council

IMPLEMENTATION…
The importance of an Implementation Suite…
•
•
•
•

Development Permit Procedures and Delegation Bylaw
Development Application Fees Bylaw
Development Permit Template
Online Website information, brochures etc…

• Corporate Reports
• Memo to Council (update)– Sept 2015
• Local Governments Workshop
• Stakeholder Workshop

Upcoming…
•
•
•
•

CONSULTATION

Amendments to Tree Preservation Bylaw
Amendments to Soil Conservation and Protection Bylaw
Development of a Biodiversity Conservation Financial Strategy
Staff support

• City Committees
• Stakeholder Information Session

QUESTIONS?
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Conservation without
Borders
February 1st, 2017
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Ted Lea (2008)
Historic Ecosystem Mapping

Ted Lea (2008)
Historic Ecosystem Mapping

“It is estimated that about 84% percent of low
elevation wetlands (including marsh, shrub swamp,
saline meadow, and shallow open water) have been
lost in the Okanagan and Similkameen Valleys.”

“Percentage losses of certain ecosystem types have
been estimated to be higher in the Kelowna area
than for the whole Okanagan valley.”

Ted Lea (2008)
Historic Ecosystem Mapping
“Many of the remaining water dependent
communities are highly fragmented and in poor
functioning condition.”
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1938
Mission
Creek Offchannels
Wilson
Creek

Mission
Creek
Channel

Historically
60-80m wide &
30km long

2009
Mission
Creek Offchannels
Wilson
Creek
Mission
Creek
Channel

Average is now
31m wide &
11km long
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Questions?
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Capital Regional District at a glance

CRD REGIONAL PARKS

LAND ACQUISITION FUND
SEAR-LGWG Symposium
February 1, 2017

L YNN W ILSON, R EGIONAL PARK PLANNER

CRD Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund

CRD Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund

Land Acquisition Funds

CRD Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund

1
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CRD Biogeoclimatic Zones

Land Acquisition Fund - Next Steps…..
Identify areas of high conservation value:
• Identify land parcels of high conservation value for targeted
conservation or stewardship initiatives

Explore connectivity conservation:
• Identify, assess, and explore network connectivity for a system of
green spaces

Thank you

2
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Establishing Conservation Funds in BC Resources For Local Governments and Community Organizations

A distinct and reliable source
of funding held by a regional
district or municipality for the
specific purpose of
undertaking ecological
activities

Protect Species &
Ecosystems at Risk,
Aquifers, Drinking
water;

Provides the means to secure
ecologically significant lands,
protect natural ecosystems,
enhance liveability within the
region, and create a legacy that
will benefit future generations

 Ecological conservation can

be considered a service just
like planning, parks and
recreation, libraries, sewer,
and water
 A conservation fund can be

Address flooding,
Air/Water
purification; Carbon
storage;

financed through property
value or parcel levy, local
area service tax or fees

Enhance Pollination
Recreation &
Greenspace

 Motivation to pursue the fund can

come from a regional district,
municipality, community group,
land trust or other NGO
 The local government collects

monies for the fund, but the
administrative structure to disburse
the monies can be a different entity
 A non-profit group or partnership,

for example, may manage other
aspects of funds

 Project types will vary from region

to region depending on
conservation goals and priorities
 Criteria and evaluation process

should be established and specified
in a terms of reference
 Regional goals/priorities can be

determined through public opinion
polling, official community or parks
master plan, or sustainability
planning processes.

1
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Providing a service, such as a
conservation fund, is at the
discretion of council and no
approval need be sought from the
electors to establish the service
(under section 8(2) of the
Community Charter)

 Money in a conservation fund is non-

lapsing (can be carried over from one
fiscal year to the next)
 Conservation fund programs

typically have a lifespan of 10 years
 After 10 years, elected reps. may

choose to continue the fund by
passing a resolution, or seek public
confirmation, through public opinion
polling or referendum

www.soscp.org/conservationfundguideforbc

 Regional district boards must adopt an

establishing bylaw to create a service
(see Local Government Act)
 In most cases, approval must be

obtained through assent of the electors
(i.e. Referendum), alternative approval
process or consent on behalf of
municipal participating area

 Capital RD (parkland fund) est. 2000
 Cowichan Valley RD (parkland fund)

est. 2008

 Central Okanagan RD (parkland fund)

est. 2010

 Columbia Valley: (Conservation Fund)

est. 2008

 Kootenay Lake : (Conservation Fund)

est. 2014

 South Okanagan (Conservation Fund)

est. 2016

SOSCP gratefully acknowledges program
funders

dave@conservationby
design.ca
Bryn.White@gov.bc.ca

http://solovethisplace.ca/
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Effectively communicating with
people…
“It ain’t easy”…the challenges of
public communications
Presented to the Species and Ecosystems at
Risk Local Government Working Group
(SEAR LGWG) Symposium, February 2017
Dr. Richard Kool
Royal Roads University

it’s
not
simple

What are your purposes?
All communication intends to DO something…
• Inform
• Demonstrate
• Persuade
• Entertain

Who is your audience?
•
•
•
•
•

PhD scientists?
Policy makers?
Committed activists?
Farm workers?
General Public?

the power of stirring the
emotions of your audience

You might see your job as simply passing
along information, but I think much of
what you do is an attempt at persuasion!

http://global.qlik.com/~/media/Images/Blog/entries/p
osts-large/PersuasionIdeaLarge_625x349.ashx?h=349&w=625

there are no
magic bullets

“the speaker's
power of evincing a
personal character
which will make his
speech credible”
Ethos

Wrong answer!!

Pathos

Rhetorical
triangle

their “power of
proving a truth,
or an apparent
truth, by means
of persuasive
arguments”
Logos

1
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Ethos / Credibility heuristic
How we evaluate the strength of an argument
relates to how credible we find the source.
– Knowledge
– Honesty
– Likability
– Impartiality
Dr. Patrick Moore
PhD in fisheries from
UBC & does public
relations consulting
and lobbying typically
in direct opposition to
the pro-environment
advocacy movement

Dr. James Hansen
PhD in physics from
University of Iowa. Since
1981, headed NASA Goddard
Institute for Space Studies …
an adjunct professor in
Department of Earth and
Environmental Sciences at
Columbia University.

Knowing your audience
• Aristotle knew his audience: Greek men, not
slaves, not women
• Do you really understand your audience?
• What will indicate your integrity to your
audience?
• How will you know the emotional language
that will influence your audience?
• What kinds of evidence will be persuasive to
your audience?
Ethos

Logos

Pathos

Cultural worldviews: perception of low vs high risk
In USA, predominantly
white males

Hierarchist

Climate Change
Nanotechnology
Guns / Gun Control
HPV Vaccination

Individualist

Communitarian

Climate Change
Nanotechnology
Guns / Gun Control
HPV Vaccination
Credit: Dan Kahan, Yale U.

“How much risk do you believe each of the
following pose to human health, safety or
prosperity?”
Global warming
Very
high risk

Egalitarian Communitarians

Hydraulic “Fracking”
Egalitarian Communitarians

Sample mean

No risk
at all

Hierarch Individualists
Science literacy score

Egalitarian

What can you
do?

Sample mean
Hierarch Individualists
Science literacy score

More than facts

Meet people with
stories

Avoid shutting
people down
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Do more than present facts….
Biased assimilation: the tendency to embrace evidence that supports
one’s beliefs and cultural predispositions about the world and reject
evidence that is inconsistent with one’s beliefs about the world.

“… people will selectively credit or discredit information on
risk in a manner that fits their cultural predispositions
toward them, and thus polarize along cultural lines.”

Do more than present facts….
“We often can’t just ‘educate’ our way
out of science-society tension. The
problem is not just lack of
understanding. People do understand
much of what we’re saying or want to
do. They don’t like it. The conflict with
their core values trumps their view of
societal benefits.”
— Dr. Alan Leshner

American Association for the Advancement of
Science

Exposure to common information leads to different
communication results in different individuals

Meet people with stories…
“… people are more receptive to
stories that use familiar themes
and story arcs; they are more likely
to engage with a story if it matches
something they have heard or seen
before…”
Campbell, T., Griffin, L., & Neimand, A. (2017). Persuasion in
a “Post-Truth” World. Retrieved from
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/persuasion_in_a_post_truth_
world?utm_source=Enews&utm_medium=Email&utm_camp
aign=SSIR_Now&utm_content=Title

Meet people with stories…
“Stories should highlight the audience’s core beliefs—the very
ones resistant to change—and show how these beliefs are still
compatible with new ways of seeing a problem”

“… narrative persuasion can
circumvent psychological
reactance, a negative cognitive
and emotional reaction in
response to threats to
behavioral freedom that
motivates the reassertion of
volitional freedom.”
Polletta, F., Chen, P. C. B., Gardner, B. G., & Motes, A.
(2011). The Sociology of Storytelling. Annual Review
of Sociology, 37(1), 109-130.

Avoid shutting people down…
Information avoidance: “any behavior intended
to prevent or delay the acquisition of available
but potentially unwanted information.”

Campbell, T., Griffin, L., & Neimand, A. (2017). Persuasion in a “Post-Truth” World. Retrieved from
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/persuasion_in_a_post_truth_world?utm_source=Enews&utm_medium=Email&ut
m_campaign=SSIR_Now&utm_content=Title

Why do people avoid information?
• “the information may demand a change in
beliefs
• the information may demand undesired action
• the information itself or the decision to learn
information may cause unpleasant emotions
or diminish pleasant emotions…”

Sweeny, K., Melnyk, D., Miller, W., & Shepperd, J. A. (2010). Information avoidance: Who, what,
when, and why. Review of General Psychology, 14(4), 340-353. doi:10.1037/a0021288
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Why do people seek information?
People may hope to learn something that
• …satisfies their curiosity simply for the sake of
reducing uncertainty
• … brings them happiness, relief, or pride
• …reduces negative feelings of worry or fear
• … provides a sense of closure to an uncertain
situation

There is a
growing body
of literature
that can help
you…

http://mindfulmessaging.spitfirestrategies.com/

http://www.frameworksinstitute.org/

http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/about/projects/global-warmings-six-americas/

Species and Ecosystems at Risk Local
Government Working Group
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Most people read 10% of exhibit text.

just enough info to get
people interested...

Light Content
Long Reach

Writing museum content is not PhD material...
Pull together info
which could cure
insomnia and distill
it to short captions.

I aim gallery
text at my
Dad.

Combine captions to
create an engaging story.

Say a lot with a little.

Get the facts strait. (and check spelling)

It’s almost like
propaganda.

BUT no one wants to be overwhelmed by facts.

A bit of text and
eye-catching
graphics.
Stir up emotions and
action.

Find the Balance.
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Domestic cats kill up to 3.7 billion birds and
20.7 billion small mammals each year.

Make the experience
memorable.
Is that a Leopard
Frog?

Don’t lock me indoors,
I only killed six Kirtland’s
Warblers this week.

No, that one’s nothing
like the frog in
that Species at Risk
Trailer...

2

Appendix 4: Notes from SEAR Charter Discussion
1. What are the pros and cons of a SEAR Charter?
Pros:
Based on the Climate Action Charter
 Based on Climate Action Charter that was approved, accepted by most local governments
 Align it to Climate Action Charter
Important to start somewhere
 You have to start somewhere!
 Gets the ball rolling
 Better than what we have now
 Charter as a road map
Raises awareness
 Increased education and awareness
 Raising level of awareness of species at risk
 Communication
 Outlines value of species and ecosystems at risk
 As a high level document, brings awareness to local governments
 Raise awareness about this work, common understanding
 Collaboration is important – to have a document written out is good to bring awareness
 The policy piece is a good statement – brings attention to it
Provides peer pressure/normalcy among local governments
 Collective security knowing other municipalities also support it.
 Peer pressure critical mass may influence local governments to sign on
 Advertising tool, normalizing action, brings groups and councils into fold through peer
pressure.
 Shows who's contributing, legitimacy
 “Herd immunity”
 Project scope creep, gets onto official workplan, then standardize/normalize
 Pushes people to see that other governments are on board
Demonstrates political support (local government elected)
 Would require (or provide opportunity for) elected officials to demonstrate support for
species and ecosystems at risk protection
 Good timing for new council in 2018
 Local government’s commitment to due diligence
 Local government can use as supporting reference to remind them of charter
 Gives defence to (rationale) council making policy, decisions such as wording in OCP
Working with Province
 Demonstration of alignment– local government and Province
 Ties Province to local government – communication piece
 Opportunity to work collaboratively
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Intent around equal footing, local governments and Province working towards something
Better understand the relationship and framework for working together
More inclusive process

Clarity of roles and responsibilities
 Provides for clarity of role of Province and local governments re species at risk
 Formal recognition of local government role in managing species and ecosystems at risk
 Helps reinforce responsibilities
 Clarify roles of other governments
 Need to recognise the roles of NGOs and First Nations
 Supports multi-jurisdiction
Clarity of intent
 Clarity on why are we doing this
 Helps focus the question
 Charter could include commitment to an implementation plan and timelines – for both parties
– by being clear


Speaking the same language – consistent language and message to developers – backed
by unified provincial support

Limited (low level of) commitment – easy first step
 Charter itself weak, should be recognized as a beginning
 Pro/con – not legally binding – municipalities don’t want to sign onto legally binding things,
but no real commitment, gets forgotten
 Communicates an intent, not an implementation strategy
 Could lead to a commitment (or could lessen buy-in)
 On specific commitments, get more genuine sign on
Other comments
 Helps in applying for funding
 Helps bring together groups with common purpose.
 Can offer working to future CWOCP
 Legally binding
 Accessible at high level
Cons:
Lacks clarity
 Vague – needs broader landscape level consideration as well as specific species
 May be challenging to make it meaningful and adopted
 Could be a difficult concept to grasp for lay people
 Not about action as much as we’d like it to be
 Maybe needs a different format – perhaps not a charter format
Not legally binding, measurable
 Needs to be legally binding
 Non-enforceable – may not change or improve process
 Not enforceable tool, not mandatory
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Doesn’t have targets to aim for – feels like this would make it more tangible
Need to measure metrics
Concerned with voluntary buy in
Not going to actually do anything
Orphan document, not attached to legislation
No teeth, take out sentence (n), not legally binding, makes it sound weak
Charter signed by council might make us look like something is being done but in reality no
change

Needs incentives
 No carrot or stick
 Not obvious what the incentives are
 Tie to incentives like funding
 No incentive, nothing to hold local government to it
Seen as downloading
 Local government may perceive this as RAR type downloading, but promising Province
coming with resources
 Concern about downloading, happened with CDF
Resources for implementation
 Requires resources from local governments – may not be supported
 Instead: focus on sharing information and resources with local governments
Political support (or lack of)
 Changing politics and level of support from council (political cycles shorter than charters)
 Potential to reduce pressure or distract from need for provincial species and ecosystems at
risk legislation
 Concern some local governments may feel bound by signing onto a charter (some council
members can be anti-government), may also be reservation from Province
 Language not palatable to some local governments elected
 May depend on content – e.g., detail vs high level
 Public will look to local governments for implementation
 Those that are on board are already doing things to support species at risk. Might be a
tough sell for those not concerted
 Could be wasted effort (if at UBCM) it is not supported and municipalities don’t sign

2. Do you expect your agency would support the idea of a SEAR Charter and sign it
if it was available? Why, why not?
Yes:
 Yes, support ideas without much implication
 Yes, but would need a strategic approach, would need to connect to carbon offset reserve
fund
 Likely to support, but staff would need to think through what it would mean for process, next
steps, etc.
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Yes, senior level support is there too
Yes – vague/high level
Yes, intrinsic value of environment
No difficulty signing onto this. Another level to what we are already doing, so what’s the
downside?
Management would support but language needs further refinement – elected officials would
likely support
Staff would recommend yes, sets out clear responsibilities, currently rewriting OCP so good
timing
Would support as is in the mission statement
Ok with signing on, but Board would ask what is Province doing, what about the feds. What
will other local governments bring to the table? Simplify and make relevant to what the
Province is doing.
Would agree in principle, doubtful they would put resources to it, electorate would support

Maybe:
 Some will and some won't depending on politics
 Would be difficult to get consensus from everyone (municipalities, First Nations)
 Not every local government will be in the same place on this
 Local government need to consider a balance of decisions
 Some local governments would likely have mixed reviews
 If it was presented at UBCM with peer pressure and some local government champions, it
might be supported
 Might have difficulty getting it through political process, what are they committing Board to
doing?
 It may be hard to get consensus in Lower Mainland – 23 municipalities
No:
 Probably not because it will be used by advocates to ask why council is acting contrary to
what they signed a charter to protect
 No – base level of understanding is not common knowledge e.g., critical habitat
 Seen as downloading Province responsibility
 Perceived downloading (SARA Province and fed) – expand in shared responsibilities; define
roles and responsibilities; firmer than existing wording
 Some communities would not support
 Not unless it’s clear it is not downloading. Must clearly show that local governments have
obligation under SARA. Need to have commitment to sign at end – agreement in principal to
this document and agree to collaborate
Other comments:
Language, length and clarity
 Too long
 Incentives not clear
 Lack of clarity for what you are signing on to
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Good to clarify the obligations of local government to SARA – need preamble
Local government language needs to be scaled back

Need for support
 Staff will need a champion to lead this (more knowledge and awareness is needed),
possibly through UBCM
 Limited resources
 Charter implies a big commitment of resources – Province providing written resources e.g.,
Develop with Care rather than staff people
Challenges
 Can't maintain natural areas, can just do piecemeal bylaws
 Many will not as acknowledgement can mean pressure to follow though – some developers
will not want attention to issues
 Has to come down to a few tools that work for everybody, e.g., tax incentives
 Political climate
 Concerns with inferred expectation /requirements
 Concern on the commitment from the charter (funding)
 Agricultural lands
 Perceived property rights
 Red tape! Sell it as standardising both local government and ministries
 If presented at senior staff level it may have more resistance due to perceived risk
Monitoring
 Who is going to monitor? E.g., wetlands project.
 How do we monitor/measure? Who measures, e.g., Metro Vancouver Wetland Charter
Other
 Conservation vs protection – rural fish and game and yes likely to support the term
conservation
 If there was some explanation (presentations to council) with sufficient heads up with
opportunity for feedback for council – then council may be more willing to sign on
 Precedent set in Quebec puts more urgency into supporting SARA and Charter
 Charter important for education, awareness, might not be signed in year 1 but…
 Staff have a powerful role in recommending to sign on - change language to provide
linkages to other spheres like green buildings, quality of life, identify resources available
 Accountability attached
 Good news story
 You want potential to make it into a policy – small governments may be more amenable.
Signing on signifies we are all in this together and it comes with resources
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3. Do you expect public support for a potential SEAR Charter in your area?
Yes:
 Yes, most see good level of support for ecosystem/habitat/species protection in general
 Yes – if applied consistently across the Province
 If there is an incentive (as in Climate Action Plan carbon rebate)
 Importance of incentives to encourage protection on private land
Maybe:
 Location-specific based on politics of area/industry
 Likely mixed reaction
 Community survey - #1 issue was better watershed management – expectations and desire
is there but not willingness to pay – or need to know what’s in it for them
 General support yes, specific support if it impacts them and other land or their park trail –
no!
 Would support, but maybe not a charter because they wouldn’t know what it is about
No:
 Developers, rural voters would take issue
 Zero support for RAR on private property when it affects development
 No – self interest
 Lack of understanding of reason behind charter
 Lack of implementation examples
 Seen as threat to property rights
 UDI would likely not support it
 As it is general, the public may have misconceptions about the effect on them and be
negative
Other comments:
Public concern for costs



People voice support but don’t want to pay for it
Support for more parks and natural areas protection but no appetite for more taxes, yes to
realignment of exiting funding

Need for education





It would require good communications strategy and a charismatic species to champion the
plan
Need a focus point or two for the public to bring them on board. Need to help them
understand the values they need to protect
General public may feel that the provincial/fed governments are doing lots of great things to
help the environment – this may not be so true
Importance of early education and limits on development of private lands

Need for community champions
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There are people who would speak in support of this but what is their role in this?
NGO sector very organised
Fish and game clubs may help with conservation voting in principle
Where do the public fit into this? Do they just support local governments supporting this –
there is a gap here.

Other



Currently no penalty for developers who just go ahead without permits – expensive to do the
right thing, have to pay a biologist, permit fee etc.
Local governments can get variances, build higher to get floor spaces and stay away from
riparian areas

4. What are your thoughts on each section:
Section 1 “Recommended Common Understanding and Goals”
 Highlight problem at start, move to top
 Allowing economy to thrive” – does this imply growth, continued economic growth not
sustainable/incongruent with species and ecosystems at risk recovery
 Bullet (a) is the point of the charter
 Protection vs conservation – use both
 Conservation may be better than protection – conservation includes restoration and is
broader
 Protection means you are nailing it down, conservation in general allows looking at the
larger picture
 Private land statements need to be expanded/clarified
 Ecosystems services message could be communicated more strongly
 Link between species and ecosystems at risk and ecosystem services – what’s in it for me
 Strengthen message on shared responsibility
 Expand on shared responsibility
 Clarity on inter governmental roles
 Idea: in the intro to the Charts, have a sentence which acknowledges the local government
involvement since year ____
 Implications need to be clearly and cautiously stated
 Needs to be framed properly
 Communications should clearly state it will not preclude changes to OCP
 It may cause concern: “urgently” “implement effective measures for protection”
 Getting through would require staff doing some educational work to educate (highlight case
studies)
Section 2 “Recommended Support”
 Fewer words will make it more digestible (e.g., one pager)
 Appears too strong (e.g., (c))
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Should include incentives (or suggest mechanism for incentives)
Seek co-benefits to reach multiple goals e.g., climate change and species at risk
This is a tool that will enable additional actions to occur so get broad statements passed –
make simpler
Province should commit to providing resources to local government within the recommended
support section – appears to be largely local government commitments
Deal with ALR separately in the Charter, include in local government section
Question, what legal actions would be utilized

Section 3 “Recommended Roles and Action”
Provincial role









Provincial legislation to protect species at risk needs to happen to make a level playing field
between municipalities
Province needs stronger commitment to development of legislation/regulation (too wishy
washy and needs to be #1)
Provincial funding for protection of species and ecosystems at risk habitat (e.g., land
conservation fund) by local governments and land trusts – or payment of ecosystem
services
Province needs to assist in the education of the importance of governments’ “urgent need to
implement effective measures for”
Provincial biologist support to peer review reports – community advisory source
Support staff from Province like old DFO model
More funding for CDC

Tools, Guidance and Resources





Legal tools – fines with DPAs, fines for more than trees
Stand alone legislation
Financial support
Clarity in ALR land regulations and ALC rules – interface areas, adding species and
ecosystems at risk values in ALR lands

Other








Local governments – remove ? or “champion programs of the Province”
3.a.3. needs more than biological expertise
Needs more detail, needs communication style detail
Municipalities are concerned that without legislation and resources they will be perceived as
development will go to another municipality
Framework is needed to inform process of communication process between Province and
local government
3.b.7 – what is limited local government jurisdiction – e.g., ALR?
Political will to use existing tools
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Green bylaw toolkit limited in uptake
Triggering services – e.g., helpline contacts further on Frontcounter, DFO
SNIFF report = environmentally sensitive habitat and species, significant natural features is
a tool to do good practices
Having retention values for species at risk

Section 4 “Recommended Additional Pieces”
Guidance, education, communications
 Green Toolkit helps
 Tools and resources, model bylaws, sharing case studies
 A communications/marketing plan is critical. It has to have all of the pieces of the pie
included.
 Need more refined product, market your key ideas. Need to identify ‘what’s after the
Charter’?
 The public needs to understand the land base – public ownership. Public needs to be
treated respectfully. They need to be treated as private landowners with interests, treated as
partners in protection of species and ecosystems at risk.
 Important to show what’s being done already
 “We’re signing this because of these priorities that are important to us” (local government)
 Clean Air Partnership Ontario example – good example, consistency, good toolkit
 Province webpage on message board
 Link municipalities to SARA
 Like UBCM fall 2017 launch
 Like BC Community Wildfire webpage as a template for inventory and priorities
Funding/resources
 Comes down to money – funding to purchase land for protection
 Supportive personnel (e.g., SOSCP, KCP, SCCP)
 Shared technical resources e.g., Alison Peatt
 Maybe need a coordinating function
 Comes down to funding and capacity. If you can find funds to compensate the last land
owner to develop an area (ex saved trees as long as they could which is good, but then they
are penalized by now having all these environmental and cultural values on it that site that
earlier developers didn't)
 Funding pot like Climate Action Charter
Incentives
 Riparian tax credits – Gibsons
 Pursue advances in ecological gifts program – wording re incentive program /other funding
 Gibsons Landing example of financial incentive. Enabling component under Local Gov't Act
to discount taxes. Provincial tax credit that can compensate land owner for Riparian habitat
isn't used as much as thought. Why?
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Why is lack of appetite to use the incentives available. Written but not enabled. Local
government feels Province and Feds have all the tools and responsibility. E.g., make an Act
requiring protection, setbacks etc. like riparian.
Possible to add a Green tax over large area to help disperse financial pain of single
developer.
Compensation question for developers who find there are constraints on amount of
developable land vs knowing up front there will be constraints. Local government can't
withhold permit.
Incentive options – decal for signature, signage leading to eligibility for grant funding
(MCSCD grants and fed infrastructure grants), future funding

Working with others
 Need to get UDI and UBCM involved, others as well
 Need to define public role in this. Do they just support politicians? If there is a disconnect
between what the public says they want and what they do, how can we overcome this? Help
them to see where they fit into this. It’s a marketing and communications piece – ask the
harder questions, get into the nitty-gritty. A bit unfocused for the general public
 Commitment to collaborate with citizen groups committed to species at risk conservation
 Commitment to collaborate with groups.
Other
 Legal tools not in Charter, but could support charter objectives
 Fed government asked to send map of species at risk extends to local government know if
they need to
 Perhaps a series of regional white papers – identifies regional priorities that can then
generate resources/funds. Quid pro quo – if the Province wants this charter, local
governments want this…
 Desire for a commitment section (e.g., GOERT agreement)
 Tie in to defined areas/legislation – e.g., critical habitat
 Pressure on politicians, obligation

5. In developing the supporting online toolbox, what resource links / other materials
would you like to be included? Would you be willing to provide an example of work you
have done?
Guidance documents/online information/tools
 Can tools be integrated into existing online tools – e.g., climate action website, green
bylaws, Develop with Care
 Infuse existing tools with species at risk info
 Need a tool that is dynamic where one can post examples
 Examples are useful to convince politicians
 Safety in numbers – good to see others are doing the same, put positive examples on
website
 Detail tools and incentives, BMPs, - need a communication piece
 Quick start guide
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Actions outlines for implementation
Tangible next steps
Option for local government to develop regional charter/agreement with other groups
(NGOs, First Nations)
Message board so community can post questions and talk to QPs (e.g., BCeID login)
Local government can seek for species at risk and ESA at time of area plan updates, can
prevent development until plans completed and adopted
Security is kept until post construction monitoring

Data and information
 GIS iMap training – contact Katrina – data sharing
 Local governments need more information
 Mapping of green infrastructure network
 RD retained QEP to do an overview assessment over a broader area to set the ecological
context
 Requires “area plan”, big picture assessment of Phantom Orchid, Mountain Beaver, Water
Shrews, Raptor nests (multi-species) before
Senior government support
 Need Provincial biologists to help local government planning (Like having reviews of areas
planning and providing support for the plan)
 Local government will support at some level, that their plans will work
 Science based support for any kind of protection
 Need senior government and academic support
 Need support on monitoring – post development effectiveness monitoring



More specific data of the main habitat for species at risk
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Appendix 5: Notes from Conservation Tax Incentive Program Discussion
1. What are the pros and cons of a CTIP?
Pros:
Supports land protection
 Anything that helps us set aside land is good!
 Supports conservation protection
 Affords some protection of land
 Makes conservation action “theoretically possible”
 Potential mechanism to protect SAR
 Could be targeted on critical habitat by LGs – educate landowners
 Can model/build in connectivity
 Procuring land that is vulnerable to loss in terms of ecosystems, SAR etc.
Incentive for landowners
 Gives certainty that owner gets break
 Guaranteed tax break 60% reduction.
 Provide incentive to counteract fear and negativity of having SEAR on land.
 Encourage stewardship, makes stewardship of SEAR a positive
 Encourages private landowners to protect private lands
 Added benefit with respect to conservation covenant
 Can get neighbours to collaborate on an area, e.g., wetland
Financial benefits
 It can be built to be a revenue-neutral model (tax shifting)
 Avoiding further infrastructure costs (by protecting green infrastructure)
 Potential to provide core funding
 Communicating to public the actual cost of protecting areas
 Supplies funding/supports conservation
 Could be flex to use $ to fund staff and O+M, outreach
 If BC [Province] covered balance of tax burden
Consistency
 Part of a larger program (e.g., conservation subdivision)
 Facilitates consistency across the province, but build in flexibility with a minimum bar (on
conservation).
Builds on existing mechanisms
 Has template for agreement
 There are mechanisms to do this in place.
 Some elected officials already support the idea
 If the process to establish a CTIP is easy and inexpensive for a local government to adopt,
there will be a greater likelihood of success – i.e., build upon incentive processes that are
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already established and streamline in one template that all local governments can use (so
don’t have to build individually).
Educational
 Can be used as an educational tool
Optional
 Local government can opt in and out.
 Voluntary for landowners to apply
 Unrestricted – can have few strings attached
Other
 Provincial level adds credibility
 Equitable – all are putting in
 Legislative barrier – why is it there?
 Potential for prioritization
 Another tool
 Need an area with development potential [for it to work?]

Cons:
Complexity
 Not easy to do – layers of government to pass through
 Who benefits? Who controls land-use planning?
 If based on property value is it equitable? How to be equitable?
Tax implications
 $ needed - tax implications
 Provincial level /scale can cause concern – paying for lands not benefiting from locally
 Undermine existing funds?
 Who pays? (someone has to pay) [revenue-neutral model]
 Council has to agree annually to renew tax break
 Start with very low tax rate/loss of tax revenue
 Benefits in terms of tax math isn’t very clear
 For agricultural land, tax rates are low, so CTIP has little support
 Other land incentives (agriculture, etc.) may be more attractive
 Potential negative feedback re: tax shift
 What if there is a lot of interest? How will the program affect revenue; need to forecast
accurately.
 Shifting the burden would be hard to communicate
Cost to set up
 Cost to owner and to staff
 Covenants are expensive to establish and to maintain
 Costs vs. benefits (administrative)
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May not be a lot to shift (cost/benefit) burden
If just for acquisition you get into staffing and O+M burden
Administrative burden on government /land trust.
Costs of covenants, cost of monitoring, who pays?

Monitoring and enforcement
 Monitoring requires staff resources
 Upkeep; may be a burden to local government staff
 Enforceability of covenant? Have to demonstrate due diligence by monitoring
 Monitoring of conservation covenants my lapse due to lack of $
 Concerns about monitoring
Other
 Need to communicate the differences of other rebate/incentive programs (i.e., how would
they work together)
 Marketing and conservation plan as a financial cost
 What values are important to community. Don't burden owner with cost. What is eligible?
 LG can zone land under covenant as conservation land.
 Other land conservation mechanisms may be more effective in protecting land (depending
on area of BC and real estate prices)
 Not good tool for everyone

2. Do you expect your agency would promote or lobby to be able to use a CTIP? Why
& how/or why not?
Supportive
 Appeals to “private land” advocates or “less taxation” advocates
 Need NGOs to support and advocate for
 Avoids or is more effective tool to protect land (vs. acquisition)
 Another tool but may help in some cases/allows for options
 NGOs seeing any benefits? Self-preservation concern; can we see benefit in the region and
province?
 Yes but how will work with local work existing funds/work? How will the region benefit?
 Limited application on a case by case basis.
 Interest in it if likely to go forward. Will support lobbying the Province for support.
 If BC [Province] picked up the difference then yes
 Only if a land trust was able to hold/monitor covenants.
 Yes. Goes with values
 Possibly
 This can be a carrot (vs. a stick)
Not supportive
 Work plan issue. Staff not likely to lobby for. Area specific issue.
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Not hugely applicable – conservation areas often protected through other means (RAR,
slope stability in ravines, etc.)
Likely no if BC didn’t contribute because of sensitivity to increasing taxes
Conservation fund (land acquisition) is the best tool

Questions and Concerns
 Is this retroactive? I.e., what about landowners who have existing conservation covenants
on their land – would they be eligible for a tax break? Ask Islands Trust Fund how that was
managed for NAPTEP.
 Need allowance for FLNRO regional biologists as a resource. How much parameters are
given to local governments? Guidance vs. ordered by the Province.
 Could the Province provide guidance/templates?
 How should local governments enforce the monitoring?
 Reinforce that provincial encouragement/leadership is needed
 Tax shift implications? Is Trust fund doing study, need data,
 People who participate in the program seem/were likely going to protect anyways
 Tax incentive for wealthy, not enough
 People may not want to do O+M, fearful of covenants
 ECCC could show some level of support
 Capacity?
 In terms of how much of the program is prescribed by the Province, LGs felt that a baseline
is helpful (consistency and less work for them) while allowing for some flexibility (i.e., ability
of LG to tailor the program in areas to make it work best for their situation).
 What are the criteria [for lands to participate, % tax break, monitoring]? Need to raise
awareness; perhaps having pilots to get buy-in at the Provincial and local government level.
 Communication needed – pre-empt concern from public be very clear where $ is going

3. Do you expect your agency would use one if it was available? Why, why not?
Yes
 Generally yes, but more information is needed (see above).
 Yes, generally our group thinks this will be positively received.
 Very likely. Needs outreach.
Comments
 Too many diverse interests to represent
 Not enough undeveloped land to protect
 Education is key!!
 SCCP – 22 LGs approached – some like it (?) some do not.
 Collaborative, voluntary, no net loss if tax revenue = all good!
 Education to LGs and public about costs to the citizens/tax payers!
 It depends on how it is structured; BC supports?; at city or RD level?
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Voluntary so may not get protection you need [i.e., location/prioritize option]
Covenant decreases property value via BC assessment process
Shifting the burden without direct access [except the “burden” will likely be negligible to
landowners]
Maybe but only if there was a pot of money to support program administration and
monitoring.

4. Do you expect public support for a potential CTIP in your area? Why, why not?
Yes
 Yes if communicated properly
 Yes, less property tax would be supported.
 Very likely. Needs outreach.
 Yes but would need some provincial financial support for a program so burden is not solely
on LGs and land trusts.
 Expect strong public interest in select areas
Maybe
 Again how it’s structured
 Depends on the scale of the city/RD
Comments
 How to sell it? Need SAR info and outreach much like mentioned on morning presentations.
 What would work in SCRD? Green infrastructure, water quality.
 Okanagan – economic values (pollinators etc.) supporting industry like orchards, ranchers;
beautiful vistas (property values, recreation)
 Communication, expert branding
 Comment earlier: survey showed that the only thing public would support in raising taxes is
environment.
 As a local government-wide initiative, need to identify priority areas
 Need to sell it as a valid incentive, not just another tax write off – SEAR under threat.
 Something already protected in DP would not be eligible
 Covenant would be difficult to explain – not a liability on property but may be of concern for
future sales.
 What is the value? [conservation value?]

5. Are there any other comments your group would like to make about other SEARrelated incentives? Are they used by local governments? How is/could the
Province help? Would you like this group to champion or develop it further?


Yes, the SEAR [LGWG] should champion both the CTIP and the Conservation Fund
concepts to better support land conservation/acquisition.
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Strong support for conservation funds program
The more tools in the land conservation/acquisition toolbox the better!
Yes should champion conservation fund and covenants
Good to have a mix of various types of incentives.
Different programs will work better in different regions.
Other incentives:
o Dedicate land to a municipality/LG for long term management.
o For example EcoGifting program based on an assessed value of land; a charitable
donation; federal government administrated.
o Carbon credits for land management – more value with carbon sink than in
development; applicable to larger area.
May have a personal connection – ability to protect the land
Common data, monitoring and assessment template so both local and Provincial cost and
effectiveness can be done locally but also as part of a larger plan.
Funds could be used for other activities than purchase in densely developed areas
Education is key – public and staff are aware of options
Provincial fund
Barriers include – cost of covenants; make this subsidized to reduce costs.
Cost of development to include protection of conservation value/green infrastructure
(beyond just park land contribution 5%)
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Appendix 6: Commitments: What will I do differently as a result of this
symposium?
Building Understanding and Knowledge
 Research some of the resources shared today.
 I am more aware of challenges faced by local governments in protecting SEAR.
 Made some very good peer connections to communicate with about SEAR.
 Sharing with parks and watersheds colleagues.
 Collaborate more with other planners to share challenges and ask for help with problem
solving!
 More effort to connect/collaborate with local government and NGOs.
 Make the time to compile, review and share with my work team the wide range of resources
and case studies available. I will consider this as part of my core duties, not something I do
only when I have time.
 Think about how to get “the public” on-board, what garners support and what doesn’t.
Developing Communications Skills and Focus
 Working on better communications!
 Approaching the narrative to knowing the audience.
 Be mindful of my messaging!
 Carefully consider communications strategy and work harder to establish relationships and
present at delegations.
 I will aim to employ “less is more” in communication. For example, tell stories more and use
facts less.
 Do more story-telling in my communication to the public.
 More storytelling in communications to public and staff about SEAR and other policy
changes.
 To never say “general public” again!
 Importance of communication.
 Rethink how to frame the narrative to elected officials.
 Incorporate design thinking into outreach materials.
 Test graphics/communications materials with different audiences before/pilot.
 Learn my audience and speak to them. Use narratives where possible.
 Use more storytelling to connect with audiences.
 Less technical detail and more outreach/education
 Put more thought into communication strategy before presenting, negotiating, informing
and/or persuading (use Aristotle’s triangle: Pathos, Ethos, Logos) on SEAR issues (make it
more personal, know my audience, simplify the message, use visuals, create a connection).
 Tell more stories. Express empathy more openly.
 Share stories, examples and best practices in my own workshops and other knowledgesharing opportunities.
 Develop messages around my programs or initiatives I am working on.
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Should be a higher priority to increase communication between the Province, local
governments and NGOs.
More focus on messaging and communications triangle (Aristotle’s).

Fine Tuning Existing Local Government Tools to Protect SEAR
 Try to look at different ways to protect information on maps. When is it “too precise”?
 Use more available resources but communicate with stories and guidelines and less
complex mapping (less is more).
 Highlight our policies in the context of regional, provincial and federal mandates.
 Going to further pursue a robust education program to compliment DP’s etc.
New Strategies to Strengthen Protection of Species and Ecosystems at Risk
 Maybe also run as a city councillor
 Take the message back to staff to revisit our strategy for improving education on our
environmental bylaws.
 Take the time to approach partners/neighbours for regional accomplishments.
 Thinking about how the Province can contribute to improving the professional reliance
model.
 Thinking about how I (in FLNRO) can be proactive in delivering useful information to local
governments.
 Not to stop at DPAs. Invest in conservation community.
 Start discussion regarding Metro Vancouver Conservation Fund with the Environment
Subcommittee (municipal members).
 Follow up with new faces on possible wetland projects.
 Use a short message or image that encapsulates the key purpose or goals of programs,
initiatives or bylaws that I work on with the goal to “sell” the initiative.
 Go beyond facts. Meet people with stories.
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Appendix 7: Projects Posted by Delegates
Participants were encouraged to bring and share up to three SEAR projects that they are
involved with. These are listed below.
Local Government/
Agency

Contact

Project

Category

City of Abbotsford

Tanya Bettles

Natural Environment DPA

Planning tools

District of Saanich

Adriane Pollard

Saanich ESA Mapping Initiative

Planning tools

District of Saanich

Adriane Pollard

Art: In 2015, we worked with artist Kristi
Bridgeman to complete three pieces of
original artwork to use in our environmental
education outreach products.

Innovative opportunities

District of Saanich

Adriane Pollard

World Cities Exchange: In 2015, we were
lucky to be chosen for the European Union
World Cities Exchange. Three staff
members went to Vitoria Gasteiz, Spain
and Alamada, Portugal.

Innovative opportunities

City of Campbell
River

Terri Martin

Environmental Protection Bylaw

Planning tools

City of Campbell
River

Terri Martin

Nunns Creek Ecological Inventory

Mapping/ inventory

City of Courtenay

Nancy Gothard

Updated Tree Protection & Management
Bylaw + possible Urban Forest Strategy

Planning tools

City of Courtenay

Nancy Gothard

Nature Without Borders, conservation
strategy – Report
to Council

Strategy

City of Courtenay

Nancy Gothard

Eco-Assets Symposium in the Comox
Valley

Innovative opportunities

City of Coquitlam

Margaret Birch

Has anyone developed web-based
environmental layers of the species and
ecosystems at risk as part of their publicly
available mapping tools as reference
information to when initiating preliminary
discussions with prospective developers
prior to environmental site assessments?

Mapping/inventory

City of Coquitlam

Margaret Birch

Has anyone updated their OCP to include
policies and/or implement regulations
specifically to ensure protection of wildlife,
such as nesting birds and wildlife,
specifically bears, and/or Species At Risk?

Planning tools

City of Coquitlam

Margaret Birch

Has anyone become involved with a
development application that involves
consideration of a federal Protection Order
for Critical Habitat for a species at risk?

Planning tools

City of Nanaimo

Dave Stewart

Vancouver Island Beggartick Restoration

Species protection/restoration

City of Nanaimo

Dave Stewart

Schedule D- Density Bonusing

Planning tools
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Ecosystems and
Research Sections
of FLNRO, West
Coast Region

Connie Miller
Retzer

Are you concerned about winter habitat for
amphibian species at risk, in the
fragmented landscape of the rural/urban
interface?

Species protection/restoration

South Okanagan
Similkameen
Conservation
Program

Alison Peatt,
Shared
Environmental
Planner,
Penticton BC

Do you have ideas or Riparian Areas
Regulatory (RAR plus) approaches that
work in your community? Do you have
problems with streamside or lakeside
protection?

Planning tools

South Okanagan
Similkameen
Conservation
Program

Alison Peatt

Do you have an urban forest strategy or
are you working on one currently?

Strategy

South Okanagan
Similkameen
Conservation
Program

Alison Peatt

Are you working on environmentally
sensitive development permit (ESDP)
mapping and policy updates? Are you
struggling with how to integrate Critical
Habitat protection into this process?

Planning tools

City of Victoria Parks

Thomas Munson

Protection of plant Species at Risk in midst
of heavily used urban park: Does anyone
have experience with how to manage or
control dog off-leash activity in rare plant
habitat?

Species protection/ restoration

City of Victoria Parks

Thomas Munson

Do any representatives have Great Blue
Heron populations in their jurisdictions?
How are you managing park use to
minimize impacts the birds themselves, to
the nesting trees, to nesting activities and
to fledgling predation?

Species protection/ restoration

City of Victoria Parks

Thomas Munson

Do any symposium reps have experience
with use of prescribed fire in or near urban
areas? If successful, what were the key
elements of your prescribed fire program
which led to this success – public
education, change of bylaws, past wildfire
impacts, need to reduce fuel loading of
forest cover, etc.?

Fire

District of Tofino

Dana

Tofino Mudflats Wildlife Management Area

Species protection/ restoration
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Appendix 8: Evaluation Form Responses
2017 Species and Ecosystems at Risk Symposium: Evaluation Form
January 31 and February 1, 2017
1. Overall, did the symposium meet your expectations?
Yes (38)
In part (1)
2. Please indicate your agreement with the following statements on a scale from 1 to 5
(circle your choice).
1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree

Meeting Symposium Expectations
The food met my expectations
The venue met my expectations
Attending this workshop was a good use of my time
The facilitator encouraged participation
The facilitator was prepared and organized
I had ample opportunity to share my views and ideas
The information presented was helpful
Overall, the presenters were prepared and informative
The workshop was well organized
Overall, I found the workshop informative and useful
0
strongly agree

5
agree

10

15

20

25

30

35

neutral

3. What was the most successful aspect of the symposium?






Good mix of presentations, questions and small group discussions; good balance of time to
talk to each other and share information over lunch, coffee breaks, evening out
The presentations provided important information
Finding out what others are doing
So much to choose from – how to communicate may be the longest reach
Presentation and examples from peers
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Focus on communication and storytelling methods to get the community to support projects
Presentations combined nicely / complementary topics
The depth and breadth of participants and presentations
Facilitator did a great job
Variety
Networking opportunities
Bringing people together to share learnings and best practices
I enjoyed the Wed am session regarding planning tools and working with councils
PechaKucha – short, snappy presentation for day 1 afternoon
Deb Curran’s presentation
The range of topics from state of nation from ECCC to process, communications to case
studies
Really liked the agricultural focus!
The breakout sessions
Collaboration with a purpose and timely goal; great agenda!
The ability to have discussions with others
The variety of local and regional government examples
Understanding each local government’s challenges and mechanisms for moving forward on
species and ecosystems at risk
Diversity of delegates and presenters
Meeting colleagues and establishing contacts. As a BC government employee this really
helps me a better understanding of the challenges for local government; dependence on BC
government for credibility.
Language is important to sell to both politicians and public
Varied, engaging and informative format and presentations
Presentations and networking
Wide range of topics
Longer breaks (day 1) allowed for a lot of connecting
Collaborating and networking opportunities, knowledge sharing
Short and informative presentations, concise and on topic
Making contacts
The important discussion items, particularly the CTIP and SEAR Charter discussions
Liked everything. Special thanks for communication marketing presentations at the end
Communications/messaging session; UVic law ethics
Being updated on recent tools and successes by my peers. I feel ‘state of the art’!
Very full but efficient schedule
PechaKucha was well received
I appreciate the breakout groups to discuss some key opportunities to create impact
Face to face discussion
Presentation panels
Highlighting tools and expert experience from others
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Ability and opportunity to meet others in the field
Learning from others (fed and province, other local governments, NGOs)
Networking – my work is not being done alone
Networking

4. List any suggestions to improve the next symposium
 Invite Rick Kool to do a how to workshop with us to transform one of the initiatives we are
working on into an easily communicated message for politicians, public, stakeholders
 Focus on 3 – 4 priorities – communication, conservation tools, regulations, funding
resources
 Venue – the posts were a hindrance – the benefit of access to outdoors not really there at
this time of year
 More incentive to decompress after workshop together
 Can’t think of anything
 Agenda package – handouts and contacts/links
 Even more focus on action items local governments can use
 Have the next one sooner than three years from now
 Topic – can we use DCCs to support species and ecosystems at risk? (legal options)
 Less lecturing and more interaction
 Love Victoria but a more central location such as Vancouver might be easier
 More time for table and 1-1 discussion, less speakers per session
 A few more presentations on implementation of land conservation – how it was done, why it
was done
 Start workshop evening before with a free public presentation – build profile
 Better configured space, much larger presentation screen, more time for interaction,
storytelling and empowering others to address challenges
 There was a lot of information presented. I was wondering if there could be focus on key
decision points or tools that can be decided by the group to take back to local government
leaders for consideration
 Very well thought out workshop, really liked the variety of styles and presentations
 Perhaps a hands on display?
 More mixing of people in activities
 More concrete action
 Establish legislation to implement
 Include First Nations
 Location more central
 Online portal with project background/outcomes
 For breakout sessions, provide background info to participants prior to workshop so we can
go ahead to provide input, which makes better use of time
 Repeat more regularly – every 2 years
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5. What is the single most important learning or discovery you made about managing for
species and ecosystems at risk in British Columbia?
































Importance of communicating and persuading/messaging importance of species and
ecosystems at risk
Rethinking the way I communicate
To be more specific. Instead of protecting habitat in general, note specific species habitat
Always good to hear about what is going on around the province
Alec Dale’s response to the question “when will BC enact endangered species legislation?”
Farmland Advantage
That we are all in this together and there are tools available to help us
Examples from other local governments
Plethora of options to incentive protection and enhancement
It is possible to over-map
Need to be creative to sell the story
All the communicating with partners and public!
It’s a challenge for many local governments through BC
Conservation levy tool and seeing/connecting with my regional district on that; thinking
about how to generate money to support conservation outside my jurisdiction
Lots of resources available for local governments
Shared learning from others’ experiences/successes/challenges
Education is key
Discussion and communication
Discussion about CTIP
The difficulty of messaging and the diversity of challenges
Clarity on roles of different levels of government in managing for species at risk and legal
tools available as well as gaps in legislation to protect habitat
Importance of province working with local governments on private land – better
understanding of their challenges
How important communication is
The complexity of environmental planning tools and keeping councillors and directors
engaged regarding species at risk
That if you want to protect something – get it done! Don’t wait for future legislation that may
or may not come
That this work is complex and challenging as any professional role in society, but appears to
be generally undervalued by the public. Opportunity to raise the profile of this work?
The resources available that I didn’t know were there before
Focus on connectivity and wide ‘attention’ zones vs detailed mapping
I was extremely impressed with the knowledge, passion and commitment of this group and
with all of the efforts and hard work they put into species conservation
Particularly helpful detail in ECCC presentations
Its always about the networking – thanks for the opportunity
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The role of the province in SARA. And how to possibly incorporate SARA in our justifications
There is a great uphill battle to affect change given lack of political will/tools
More options than I realised for managing on private land and connecting with landowners,
local government
Success stories from others. Group-only access information (i.e., legal opinions others have
received) would be useful
There are already programs, tools and resources available that I need to find and use for my
local government
In Canada, landowners not paid compensation for loss of use of private land for
conservation purposes – Deb Curran’s presentation was excellent
Incentives are critical to success

6. Do you support the concept of a Species and Ecosystems at Risk Charter?
Yes (34)
In part (5)
Why/why/not?
Yes

















A good beginning to awareness, a first step in getting councils on board
Overdue – needs to demonstrate to the province that this issue is important
If will bring focus on the need for environmental protection to address species at risk and
force the issue of buy in – walk the talk
Need high level policy
Will lead to cultural shift towards conservation
Simple, clear document (if it can be made so) to build commitment, like the Climate Action
Charter
Raises awareness of the role of local government in protecting critical habitat
Helps bring species and ecosystems at risk to the table
Would be a useful next step
A focus – something to point to when management/council as “why do we care”?
Personally yes, but it will be a hard sell for all municipalities in BC without a tick to
accompany it (e.g., Climate Action Charter has Bill 27)
Aligning values, group story-telling and action; kickstart meaningful action (this needs to be
outlined)
The charter needs a communications package for mayor and council and the public
Top three actions with a timeline for goals, reflection and adaptation of process – need
some leaders to sign up and stand up for the charter
Its needed but unsure if it will be palatable for politicians
It is a starting point to elevate the issue, but concern that not enough strength, and may
distract from need for legislation
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There needs to be an incentive to signing it (similar to Climate Action Charter)
It will provide a focial point for local governments to help message the importance
Yes but I would like the charter to be a stepping stone towards provincial species at risk
legislation (needs to be clear in adoption of charter)
To successfully protect species at risk, there needs to be a collaborative approach across all
government levels. Local government is an important component that needs stronger tools
(and support from BC), not to mention more resource support from BC
It supports collective insecurity and can be used to leverage others to join common goals
So long as it is refined to provide an implementation path, better identifies the resources
required to participate
It’s a start!
Brings people and projects together for greater synergy
It will provide local government planners with a mandate to work and plan for species and
ecosystems at risk
I see role for policy statements about this important topic – bring politicians etc. into ‘the fold’
more than already
Because it’s aimed at political support, not just speaking to the converted
If there is a commitment to collaborate, it would be useful because it will create a mandate
Good to have a broad document to promote cohesiveness and nest more targeted
actions/legislation within
Elevates collective
Establishes a baseline expectation and clarity to local governments mandate
It demonstrates commitment between the province and local governments. If enough local
governments signs onto this, shows we are all on board
Needs tweaking

Part
 Implementing it for signature needs to come with provincial commitments to move forward
on it – indicate the next step forward
 Benefits to on-ground protection are a bit vague. However, if it can be used by staff to obtain
support for conservation initiatives it could be useful. It would be good to pilot
 Not sure it will accomplish mush, better to understand why previous similar efforts have
worked (or not)
 Unclear how current approach will benefit improved program
 More strongly support BC finally drafting species at risk legislation and adopting it

7. Do you support the concept of a provincial Conservation Tax Incentive Program (CTIP)?
Yes (28)
In part (9)
No (2)
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Why/why/not?



























One more tool in the tool box; local governments have a choice of opting in or not
Overdue – need more tools to protect conservation values without acquisition $
It is one tool to be used; buying cannot always happen or is practical. More emphasis on
stewardship and recognizing stewardship efforts will help in achieving ecosystem
connectivity
Great additional tool
Useful tool for protecting ecological values on private land
Another tool to use and incentivize conservation
Would be a useful next step
Gives a positive frame/introduction to conversations with landowners
Useful optional tool we can use to encourage conservation
Local governments should have a tool option available to them for conservation that is
supported by a larger body
Yes, provided that provincial support exists to make covenants effective – i.e., support for
compliance and monitoring and enforcement
Has proven a successful tool for Islands Trust so share concept elsewhere and apply more
broadly
Financial incentives are consistently being asked for by public, elected
Another tool to let the elected officials know we have
Need some level of stable funding for partnerships, to enable actions and not continue to
lose options and opportunities. To draw on collected source for community benefit. Help
lessen tragedy of the commons from individuals.
It will provide another conservation tool for local governments to use in the conservation
efforts
More tools is always good. Like idea, this may appeal to those who may be less likely to
want to do active conservation but will appreciate support for what they want to do on
private property
Shifting tax burden to those who use instead of conserve
It may be useful for local governments to ‘compensate’ landowners but may also create
pressure for local governments and high expectations by landowners
Any action to set aside land is welcome
Another tool for private land
Great idea but needs some clarification and expectations
As long as it is an attractive enough program, some residents will likely go for it. It will
increase awareness even for those who can’t’ or won’t participate.

Part



As one possible mechanism. Will need resources for inventory and enforcement
Rural municipalities may not support due to reduced tax revenues – different options needs
for each
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It is a valid tool but considering HR available I would go for bigger gains with a levy
I don’t think it allows for strategic acquisition. A per household levy would be more equitable,
scalable and strategic. The funds should be broadly applied to land purchasing, O&M and
staffing
Other tools might be more worthwhile focusing our resources on
Our efforts would be better spent working on a provincial/wider regional based land
acquisition fund or a conservation fund that could be used for acquisition, operations,
maintenance restoration etc.
Any incentive is good to pursue. It gives yet another option to persuade people to gift land. It
may be able to complement the Ecological Gifts Program
Parity and equity issues, how are funds dispensed
Useful in concert with other programs like Farmland Advantage
Needs to be done in a way that doesn’t compete with a local conservation fund




Not
 I believe conservation funds are simpler, more cost effective, provide feasibility to target
funds to strategic projects or areas
 Should be a flat parcel tax or a tax for acquisition; the CTIP would be difficult to administer
and doesn’t necessarily focus on ‘at risk’ species and ecosystems. What would the
ecological requirements for this incentive be? Who would audit it?
8. Any other comments or suggestions?
















Workshop some of the info Rick Kool provided; ask for volunteers to present their pitch in
front of group
Next should be in a location closer to the east and north local governments
Great symposium!
More veg protein in food
Too many lectures and not enough break out. I start to tune out after a couple of speakers
Deb Curran as keynote or longer presentation
Better breakfast (no need for a full meal, just healthier and less sugary)
I really liked the variety of topics and ample opportunities to discuss and ask questions
Great workshop, learned a lot!
Dinner social was really good to have. Perhaps more people can come to it, or be better
advertised.
Lunch amazing, snacks to sweet and sugary
Online or google group – more live discussion ability (e.g., the Lower Mainland arborist
community uses a google group which works well) – check with Nancy Gothard
More regular meetings (every two years)
Very worthwhile, thank you!
Great symposium. It has broadened my understanding and tool box and network of support,
and hopefully enables me to contribute and lead (perhaps) in my community, despite
government (all levels) and problems. Also it helps communicate better and work more
effectively with all players, and motivate them and bring together.
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Lack of signs highlighting what was in food
Very well done, thank you!
The awards were great
Best gathering yet
No presentation was dud, all were great
Thank you for organising this. It’s been an excellent experience. Thank you for this
opportunity.
A brighter projector would have helped
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